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ABSTRACT.
Barley, Hord eum distichum cv. Sundance, was crossed with rye,
secale cereals cv. Petkus Soxnro. Both diploid (2n 14) and
autotetraploid (2n = 28) material was used. When barley, as female,
was crossed with rye, a high proportion of fertilised ovules developed.
Cytological studies on developing ovules showed that the hybrid
endosperm failed to develop normally,

ta

contained po3ploid

nuclei, chromosome bridges, lagging chromosomes and micronuclei.
Development of the endosperm from tetraploid crosses appeared to be
more successful than from diploid crosses. In most ovules the
endosperm degenerated by one week after pollination. Most hybrid
embryos aborted about 8 days after pollination. Lagging chromosomes
and micronuclei, observed in developing embryos from day 3 after
pollination appeared to be responsible for loss of viability. A small
proportion of hybrid embryos, which appearedto be free of cytological
abnormalities could continue to develop as longas the fruits did not
dry up. When crossed spikes were sprayed with specified growth
substances, plump, liquid-filled fruits developed, from which a small
proportion of developing hybrid embryos could be recovered at 18-20
days after pollination. These could be transferred to culture without
much difficulty. When spikes were not sprayed, fruit development
ceased before embryos reached a size suitable for culture • Most of
the embryos transferred to culture continued to grow, although most
ceased development before reaching a stage at which they could be
transferred to soil. One embryo gave rise to callus which was
subcultured on a medium free of growth substances. Green and albino
hybrid plants regenerated from this callus. The green plants, which
are sterile, grow vigorously. By means of Ciemsa C-banding techniques
it was shown that the complement consisted of 8 rye and 6 barley
chromosomes. It appears that the nucleolar chromosome of rye has
successfully substituted for a nucleolar chromosome of barley.
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INTRODUCTION.

Contents:

The Present study.
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1. Background.
Intergeneric and interspecific crosses are of value to the
plant breeder when they create hybrids which may form the basis
of a new crop, or which provide a starting point for the transfer
of desirable characters into a crop from related species by means of
chromosome manipulation, Such hybrids are of interest to the
cytogenetFcist as a source of material for the investigation of
genome relationships and the control of chromosome behaviour.
There are considerable barriers to intergeneric hybridisation
and relatively few viable intergeneric hybrids have been produced.
Hybrid breakdowns may occur at various stages in the life cycle.
Growth of the pollen tube and fertilisation may be inhibited, embryos
and endosperm may degenerate after initial development, developing
hybrid seedlings may be weak or inviable and hybrids may be sterile,
precluding sexual reproduction of the new genotype. Studies on
crosses in which hybrid production is usually difficult, may provide
information on mechanisms serving to isolate the species, and suggest
ways in which these barriers may be overcome.

In the present study, crosses were made between 2-row barley,
Rordeum distictum, and rye, Secale cereals, both temperate cerel
crops. There are reasons to believe that a hybrid between barley
and rye ,would be of agricultural importance.
Barley is an important crop to man today, largely as an animal
feedstuff. It is also used for brewing, and as a humnn food.
Barley is a high yielding, early maturing crop, which may be grown
successfully in regions where a short growing season precludes the
growing of wheat.
Rye is primarily a grain crop, but is also grown for forage.
It is lower yielding than wheat and barley, and as a crop is
somewhat in decline • The demand for rye as a human food has fallen
in recent years as the popularity of wheat bread has increased.
Being resistant to drought and frost, rye is superior to other
temperate cereals in areas of cold winters and hot, dry summers.
The value of barley in nutrition is limited by deficiencies
in basic amino acid content, notably lysine, whereas the amino
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acid spectrum of rye is superior in this respect. Rye is also
resistant to several diseases, notably powdery mildew, to which
barley is susceptible.
In the long term, a fertile amphidiploid between barley and
rye, combining advantageous characteristics of both crops, could
become established as a new species of agronomic value to mankind.
A hybrid may be important as a bridging species by means of which
a valuable character, carried by one or more genes, may be transferred
from one species to another. This may be achieved through the
production of chromosomal or segmental addition or substitution
lines.
Parallels may be drawn between this cross, barley x rye and
that of wheat (priticu) and rye. Fertile amphidiploids among
species of the genera Triticum and Secalé have been produced through
chromosome doubling of P1 hybrids by means of colehicine treatments.
These hybrids are commonly known as triticale, the accepted generic
name being x Triticoèecale. These names are derived from the generic
names of wheat and rye. At present triticale is well on the way
to becoming an established crop species. A large number of breeding
programmes have served to improve and provide information on this
intergeneric hybrid. Gustafson (1976) gives an account of the progress
and problems that have arisen in man's attempt to establish triticale
as a successful cereal crop.

Kaltaikes (1974) gives a review of

methods for triticale production.
In contrast to triticale, there are relatively few reports of
hybrids between Hordeum and Seca].e, or hordecale as it may be
named cocioquially. Following the classification of triticale,
x Hôrdeosecale would be an appropriate generic name, but as yet
this has not been established, previous investigations have indicated
that considerable barriers exist to the hybridisation of barley and
rye. In this thesis the convention of naming the female parent of
a cross first has been used.
When barley species, as female

(I.

jubatum, 2n = 28; H. vu].gare

and H. distichum, 2n = 14) were crossed with rye, (secale cereale,
2n = 14), up to 95% of florets set seed (Qzinke, 1940). Natured
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seeds were shrunken and failed to germinate. Investigations revealed
that while fertilisation of the embryoS and endosperm nucleus took
place, the development of both soon ceased, and by 8-13 days after
pollination both the endosperm and embryo has disintegrated (cooper
and Brink, 1944; Thompson and Johnston, 1945; Odenbach, 1 965).
The behaviour of the hybrid endosperm during the various early
crosses differed markedly from that of selfed barley species..:.. In
the hybrids there was failure of regular mitotic division, giving
rise to irregular numbers of nuclei which varied widely in size and
shape. The nuclei tended to increase progressively in size with
increased time after pollination. Metaphase nuclei containing at
leapt 100 chromosomes Indicated that chromosome replication had not
been followed by nuclear division. The endosperm remained a coenocyte
and no cells were observed. The endosperm disintegrated about 5-6
days after pollination.
Hybrid embryos appeared to develop in a normal manner, although
slower than their selfed barley counterparts. The hybrid embryos
appeared normal for several days after the endosperm degenerated,
but from days 8-13 all embryos began to appear unhealthy and
degenerated.
The reciprocal cross, S. cereals x H. vulgare was carried out
by Thompson and Johnston (1945). There was no evidence of development
of either embryos or endosperm.
The above observations shoved that when rye was the male
parent, events prior to fertilisation did not provide a barrier to
hybrid production. However, in the reciprocal cross, interactions
between pollen and stigma may be responsible for failure of hybrid
development. The ability to cross (crossability) may be under
genetic control. For example, crossability of common wheat (Triticum
aesti'vum) with rye is controlled by 2 major genes, Kr] and 1r2,
which in their dominant form actively inhibit the production of
viable seed (Riley and Chapman, 1967).

Lange and Wojciechowska,

(1976) have shown that these alleles produce their effects through
retardation of pollen tube growth so that fertilisation does not
take place. It is not known why the cross S. cereals x H. vulga.re
was not successful.

-A

The reasons for post fertilisation breakdown of endosperm and
embryo following pollination of barley by rye remain largely unexplained.
Failure of both embryo and endosperm may result from the instability
of the combination of genetic material from two generic sources.
Difficulties arising from this combination may be magnified in the
endosperm where the genome ratio is 1 rye 2 barley. The observed
abnormal development of the endosperm nuclei, followed by their
degeneration has led to the suggestion that malnutrition was responsible
for loss of viability of the hybrid embryo, in which no abnormalities
were detected (Thompson and Johnston, 1945; Cooper and Brink, 1944).
It has also been suggested that abnormal development of maternal
tissues, notably the antipodal nuclei, were responsible for subsequent
degeneration. Brink and Cooper (1944) observed that the antipodal
nuclei in hybrid ovules failed to undergo the increase in size
observed in antipodal nuclei in selfed ovules. Thompson and Johnston
(1945) considered that the development of the antipodals in selfed
and hybrid ovules was not significantly different, and appeared to
be an effect of rather than the cause of the slower growth of the
embryo sac and the failure of the endosperm. Thus the reduced
development of the antipodal nuclei and the subsequent degeneration
of the ovule may not be causally related, but rather may be a
manifestation of a common underlying-factor. The function of the
antipodal cells is not known, although it is believed that they
transmit nutrients to the endosperm nuclei, which divide rapidly
during the first few days after pollination.
Some hybrid plants have been produced. All these have been
obtained by means of embryos excised prior to degeneration of the
fruit and cultured on a synthetic medium (Brink, Cooper and Ausherman,
1944; wagenaar, 1959; Kruse, 1967). This indicates that a combination
of barley and rye chromosomes is not always lethal, and that some
embryos may be capable of further development, although the female
plant or endosperm is unable to support their continued development.
The proportion of cultured embryos which developed into plants was
low. The results may reflect inadequacies of the techniques used,
or suggest that most hybrid embryos are not capable of sustained
development.

5

In many other intergeneric and interspecific crosses in which
abnormal endosperm development is followed by loss of viability of
the embryo, artificial nutrient media have been used successfully
for culture of embryos excised from your developing caryopses
prior to degeneration. These include Hordeun x Agropyrum (Kruse,
1974), Triticuin x secale (Kaitsilces, 1974), II. bulbosum x H. vulgare
(Kasha, 1974) and Raphanus x Brassica (a. Mackay, Scottish Plant
Breeding station, personal communication).
All hybrids between barley and rye reported so far are sterile.
This is to be expected in cases in which only one copy of each
chromosome is present, if non-homology between barley and rye
chromosomes precludes pairing during meiosis. Attempts to produce
a fertile amphidiploid by means of colchicine treatment have been
unsuccessful. Wagenaar (1959) failed to produce an araphidiploid
between H. jubatum (2n = 28) and rye. A. Kruse (personal communication)
reports that chromosome doubling of hybrids between H. distichum
(2n 14) and rye, is difficult, and that doubled hybrids are also
sterile. This suggests that sterility in these hybrids may be under
genetic control.
In addition to hybrids, haploidsof barley have been recovered
from crosses between cultivated barley and rye (Kruse, 1967; Fedak,
1977). Preliminary studies suggest that the hap].oids arose through
a process of elimination of rye chromatin (pedak, 1977).
The phenomenon of 'chromosome elimination is widespread in
hybrids of both plant and animal origin. This is the.general
process whereby chromosome numbers are decreased in successive somatic
or meiotic cell generations as chromosomes are lost at anaphase
by non-disjunction. Elimination of both wheat and rye chromosomes
has been shown to occur in triticale .(weimaidc 1974; Pieritz, 1970)9
in hybrids between P. aestivum (wheat) and Hordeum bulbosum (Barclay,
1975), and in interspecific hybrids within the genus Hordeum
(Kasha, 1974; subrabmanyam and Kasha, 1973; Lange, 1971; Orton and
Tai, 1977; Islam and Sparrow, 1974a,b). Selective chromosome
elimination following the crossing of H. vulgare with H. bulbosum
leads to the production of a high proportion of haploid H. vulgare
embryos. The process appears to be genetically mediated. In this

no

cross stability or elimination appears to depend on the proportion
of genomes of each parent present, and the dosage of particular
genetic factors. If both parents are of the same ploidy (either
diploid or tetraploid) irrespective of the species used as the rnatemal
parent, the production of hybrid embryos is followed by selective
elimination of H. bulbosurn chromosomes. However, when tetraploid B. bulbosum is crossed with diploid H. vulgare, chromosome elimination
does not usually occur, and triploid embryos are produced. The
mechanisms of chromosome elimination are not known, but may include
aberrant chromosome behaviour and spindle failure as a consequence
of asynchrony of mitotic cycles of the two genomes in the hybrids
concerned. Examples of other species in which interspecific
hybridisation leads to the elimination of a particular genome and
the production of haploids are Nicotiana (Gupta, 1969; Gupta and
Gupta, 1973) and Creris (Hollingshead, 1928).
Post pollination treatments with growth substances have been
reported to be beneficial to fruit development in several interspecific
and intergeneric crosses. These include crosses between barley and
rye (tarter and Chanbey, 1965 ; : Fedak, 1977; Kruse, 1967)9 barley
diploids and tetraploids (Larter and Enne, 1960) and between barley
species (Kasha, 1974; Islam and Sparrow, 1974b; Subrahmanyam and
Kasha, 1971; Jensen, 1977). Treatment of crossed spikes with GA3
has now become a standard procedure at Guelph in the production of
haploids from the cross H. vulgare x B. biibosum (Kasba, 1974).
These treatments have been reported to result in higher per cent
fruit set, and higher per cent of fruits obtained which contained
embryos. The size and degree of development of the embryos produced
were increased, and the chances of germination in culture were
higher.

2. The Present Study.
The purpose of this study was to produce and study hybrids
from the intergeneric cross barley a rye • It is hoped that the
information obtained here will be applied to other breeding programmes,
1.
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• which may lead in the long text to the production of a fertile
amphidiploid between these species which is of aejronomic value.
With this objective in mind, modern cultivars of barley and rye
which are commercially available were chosen. One cultivar of
barley and one of rye were used in the present study. Throughout
the thesis these are referred to as "barley" and "rye" rather than
by their generic names. Hybrids between these genotypes are referred
to either as "hybrids" or "hordecale".
Crosses were made between barley and rye, and a cytological
investigation carried out in order to establish the sequence of
events following fertilisation, and to provide information on the
processes which prevent successful production of hybrids. This
study was carried out alongside the production of embryos for culture
with a view to producing hybrid plants. Crossed spikes were sprayed
with mixtures of growth substances.
Crosses were made with both diploid (2i1 z 14) and autotetraploid
(2n = 28) genotypes. There are several reasons for the incorporation
of autotetraploids into a crossing programme of this type. It is
possible that differences in ploidy level may influence the capacity
for hybrid production. Doubling the chromosome nufriber of hybrids
produced from diploid crosses may prove difficult or unsuccessful,
and the use of tetraploid parents may remove the requirement for this
stage. In addition, doubling hybrids produced in a diploid cross
would result in completely homozygous ainphidiploids, with little or
no scope for selection. If species are crossed at the tetraploid
•

level using heterozygous parents (being an outbreeding species,
rye tends to be heterozygous, although the inbreeding species
barley is highly homozygous) axnphidiploids may thus be produced
with "built—in" variability and scope for improvement of agronomic
characters.
The results fall into two main sections: the cytological studies
on developing embryo and endosperm tissues (Chapter 4), and the
progress of embryos transferred to culture, including the chromosome
complements and morphology of the hybrid material (Chapters 5, 6 and 7).
The main points arising from these results are brought together and
discussed alongside relewcnt literature in Chapter 8.
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WtERT ALS.
The plant material consisted of two modern cultivars of
cuitivited barley and rye of commercial origin, viz, two-row barley,
Eordeum distichum L. cv. Sundance, and rye, Secale cereals L. cv.
Petkus Somro. these are both diploids, 2n a 14, of spring habit.
jutotetraploid versions (2n 28) were synthesised and also used
as parents.

Pigs. 2.1 and 2.2 show examples of these plant types.

METHODS.
1. Synthesis of Autotetraploids.
Grains of barley and rye were imbibed on filter paper moistened
with tap water for 2 days at 1 0C, and subsequently transferred to
a dark growth cabinet for 2 days. This treatment had previously
been recommended by I • Linde-Laursen (personal

crrnini

cation) at

AEK R1sØ, enmark, as one effective in producing material containing.
a large proportion of dividing nuclei, and was subsequently found
successful by the author (see Methods, 7). Sprouting seeds, with
a shoot of 1-2mm long, were immersed in an aqueous solution of
roar.,

0.1% colchicine for 7-14 hour. Grains were then rinsed well and
planted into plastic cups of John limes 3 compost. Many plants died,
but those survivors showing visible reaction to the treatment
(retarded or stunted growth) were retained and potted into 7" (17.5cm)
pots of Levington compost. Root tip squash preparations from these
plants of abnormal appearance demonstrated the tetraploid chromosome
number of 28. These plants were grown to maturity and produced ears.
Ripe grains were harvested and germinated, and the chromosome number
counted by means of root tip squash preparations. Those grains
showing the chromosome number of 28 were planted and used as parents
in the crossing programmes • Most grains of barley examined at this

stage were tetraploid, but only a small proportion of rye grainà
(about lC), proved to be tetraploid. Thus the tetraploid rye
breeding population originated from a small sample of grain, which

10

Figure 2.1

1

-0.5 m
N

Me
rd

barley (2n)

rye (2n)

Diploid barley and rye plants. These plants were
grown in the spring of 1977 at Sittingbourne, 2 per 12.5 cm
diameter pot of John limes 3 compost.

F1ure 2.2

-1

CAN

\

-0.5 m

rE!
LI

LQ

rye (4n)

barley (+n)

Tetraploid barley and rye plants. These plants
were grown in autumn 1977 at Sittingbourne, 1 per 17.5 cm
diameter pot of Levington compost.
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/ may, through in-breeding depression, have had some effect on the
results obtained (see Chapter ).

2. Plant production.
It is important that healthy plants, well nourished and free from
disease, are used for the production of hybrids. Jensen (1977)9
Kasha (1974) and R. Finch (P.B .1. Cambridge, personal communication),
have stressed the importance of good growing conditions in the
production of barley haploids from the crossing programmes involving
interspecific hybridisation with Bordeum bulbosum. In both the
production of barley haploids, and hybrids between barley and rye,
weak parents considerably diminish the chance of hybrid embryo
survival.
Barley is photoperiod sensitive, and under suboptimal conditions,
short days can lead to sterility (Aspinall, 1966). Maintaining a
temperature of around 18-22 1C appears beneficial to hybrid embryo and
endosperm development (Jensen, 1977; Pain, Lelley and Larter, 1977),
and fluctuation in temperature should be avoided where possible.
It is inadvisable to grow crossing material in greenhouses at the
height of summer (c. J. Jensen, A. Kruse, personal communication).
For this reason most of the crossing in the present study was carried
out in the spring and autumn.
A continuous supply of flowering plants over the crossing period
was ensured by staggered planting dates. Bye had to be planted at
least 2 weeks before barley to ensure simultaneous flowering.
Most of the crossing was carried out at the Shell Biosciences
Laboratories, Sittingbourne. Additional observations were made on
material grown at the Research Establishment Ris, Roskilde, Denmark,
and at the Department of Botany, Edinburgh University. The growth
conditions at these places are described below.
(a) ittingbourne.
Diploid plants were grown during the spring of 1977 for cytological
studies on hybrid development, and production of embryos for culture.
Plants were growing, 2 per 5" (12.5cm) diameter pots containing
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F

John limes 3 compost. The temperature was controlled at 19 t 5 0 C by
means of a continuous stream of air from blowers under the benches.
Plants were exposed to a 16 hour photoperiod from natural daylight
supplemented with sodium light at the beginning and end of the day.
Plants were given nutrients once a week, and were watered by means of
a capillary bed which was saturated twice daily. Tetraploid plants
were grown, 1 per 7" (18cm) pot, in similar conditions during the
Autumn of 1977. Pig. 2. 3 shows tetraploid plants growing in the

I

Sittingbourne greenhouse. The temperature was controlled at 19 ± 30C.
Risl.

By kind permission of Dr. C. J. Jensen, diploid plants were grown
in controlled environment rooms during the summer of 1976.

Crossing

was carried out during a short visit on material which had been
grown for my use under conditions specificiby Jensen (1977).

A

temperature of 18 0 C was maintained for an 18 hour day, dropping to
13 0C at night (6 hours). Lighting was from tungsten bulbs and
fluorescent tubes 150cm from the soil surface The light intensity
was previously measured as 46 x iO3 lux at plant level, and 84 x 1o3 liar
at spike level. Plants were grown in 5" (12.5cm) diameter pots of
peaty Boil plus fertilisers, and were given additional fertiliser
every 2 weeks. The pots stood on capillary matting which was watered
twice daily.
Edinburgh.
Diploid and tetraploid plants were grown in a glasshouse with
18 hour photoperiod until leading tillers were about one week from
anther dehiscence. The natural daylength was supplemented by mercury
vapour, tungsten and fluorescent lighting. Plants were grown,
1 per 5" (12.5cm) pot of John limes 3 compost, and were watered by
means of capillary matting which was watered periodically. plants
were then transferred to a growth room at 20 t 1 °C and 18 hour
photoperiod. The light intensity was 190 microeinsteine C2 sec

/ (9 x 10 in), supplied by tungsten bulbs and fluorescent tubes.
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Tetraploid plants growing in the Sittingbourne greenhouse. The air blowers
under the benches and overhead lighting can be seen.

3.

Crossing
A large number of "hybrid" crosses were made, subject to

availability of suitable material. A smaller number of selfed spikes
were produced and sampled for comparison.
(a) Emasculation.
Barley is a self-pollinating species and must be emasculated prior
to anther dehiscence • This is best done on fully mature flowers
preferably about 1 day before natural pollen release • Emasculation
when younger increases the chance of damage to the soft tissues of
lemma and palea, and florets may subsequently collapse and dry out.
At a late stage there is an increased risk of accidental self
pollination but, in hybrid production, selfed finite can easily be
distinguished from hybrids at the time of harvest as the latter are
devoid of proper endospezm (see Fig. 3.1).
Barley usually undergoes anthesis whilst the ear is enclosed in the
boot (sheath of the final, or flag, leaf). In all cases the flag leaf
was removed and the awns clipped level with the tip of the spike.
The sterile lateral florets were removed, plus several basal florets
(these were often retarded in development) and the poorer developed
florets at the tip. This resulted in about 20 florets at somewhat
similar stages of maturity being emasculated on each spike. 7i8. 2.4
shows an ear of diploid barley, removed from the boot.
High humidity in the vicinity of the floret is of importance for
good fruit development in hybrids. The method of emasculation
used was one which had been found to be most successful in preventing
dehydration of the developing fruit in the haploid production scheme
at Rise (Jensen, 1977) and on crosses carried out by workers of the
Joseph Nickerson Research Centre, Rothwell, Lincoln, during trials
in Morocco (D. Thompson, personal communication). Using forceps,
a slit was made through the palea and lemma of each floret, and the

3 anthers removed through this. Pig. 2.5 shows the floral structures
of. barley. The spike was then enclosed within a bag to prevent
uncontrolled pollination. The spike was tagged to record the
pollination date. Glasine bags have been used, and were found adequate
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Figure 2.1+

-

Ear of barley removed from sheath of flag leaf.

Figure 2.5

stigma
anther
mm

F

ovary

-0-5
0

lodicule

Floral parts of barley
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for "soiled" crosses. However, for "hybrid" crosses, where it was
important to maintain high humidity around the spike, plastic
pollination bags were preferred. These bags were made from plastic
tubing, cut into sections and closed at the top by means of a paper
clip. Several holes were punched through the plastic to prevent over
saturation of the splice. Fig. 2.7 shows such bags in use on crossed
spikes.
Rye is an outbreeding species, and bagged spikes rarely set seed,
removing the need for emasculation. However, spikes of rye were
emasculated in a manner similar to barley to equalise experimental
conditions as far as possible. For both barley and rye only the
first 3-4 spikes, which were the best formed, were used in crosses.
(b) pollination.
When florets of barley and rye contain receptive stigmas, they tend to gape. This is caused by swelling of the lodicules.
Fig. 2.6 shows an emasculated spike of tetraploid barley with gaping
florets. In rye the feathery stigmas may be seen exsnte3 from the

-

florets. spikes were normally selected for pollination at 2 days
after emasculation, but were sometimes left for up to 5 days to
accumulate receptive stigmas. In diploid barley, gaping of the
florets was usually more or less synchronous but in tetraploid barley,
and both diploid and tetraploid ryes it appeared that the stigmas
became receptive over a time interval of up to several days, and
spikes of these were often pollinated when gaping florets were only
visible on part of the spike.
The anthers of rye are erserted from the florets at anthesis,
and pollen is shed freely (Fig. 2.8). Pollen was collected from
freshly dehiscing anthem of rye by gently tapping the spike over a
glass petri dish. Plastic petri dishes were unsuitable as the pollen
was attracted to them by electrostatic forces. The best time for
pollen collection was found to be about 1 hour after the lights had
been on in the morning. pollinations were usually carried out between
0830 and 0900. Pollen was used immediately after collection. The
top of the pollination bag was opened and pollen applied to the
stigmas by means of a camel-hair brush. Bags were then closed.

Figure 2.6
O

teraploi.d barley. Arrow :.points

to emasculated spike with gaping florets, a sign of
stigma receptivity.

Figure 2.7
Spikes of diploid barley previously pollinated by
rye, and which bear developing fruits. The spikes are
enclosed in bags made from polythene tubing. Holes
punched in the tubing serve to regulate humidity. The
calms are elongated in response to Gibberellic acid
contained in the mixture of growth substances applied
previously.
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Figure 2.8

Spikes of diploid rye. Anthers are exserted from
florets and shed pollen freely.
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For production of barley pollen, spikes at, or nearing anthesis
were collected. The latter were brought to anthesis by standing
them in a beaker of water, holding near lights, or warring in the hand.
The tip of each floret, above the anthem, was cut off, and the donor
spike inserted, upside-down through the top of the pollination bag
enclosing the recipient spike. The stalk of the donor spike was
then rolled between the palms of the hands, so that pollen was shed
on to the recipient spike. The pollination date and time was then
recorded on the bag.
(c) pollen Viability Checks.
The viability of pollen used in crossing was checked periodically.
When stained with lacto-propionic attein (Dyer, 1963), a well formed
vegetative nucleus and two sickle shaped sperm nuclei were considered
functional. Alternatively pollen was stained with a solution of
12/XI where deeply staining grains were considered functional. For
diploid and tetraploid ryes and diploid barley about 80-90% of pollen
appeared viable. For tetraploid barley values of 55-80% were obtained.
Treatment of Crossed Sikes with Growth Substances.
Preliminary investigations (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 1 section 3)
showed that application of specified growth substances to crossed
"hybrid spikes was beneficial to fruit and embryo development.
When spikes were not sprayed, fruit development ceased before the
embryos reached a size suitable for culture. The undermentioned
mixtures of growth substances were found to cause retention of liquid
within the fruit • The time of harvesting of fruits for embryo
dissection could be delayed. Well formed, comparively large embryos
were produced and embryo culture became an easier task. The
physiological basis of the observed effects of growth substance
treatment on the developing fruit is not known. Unfortunately this
treatment increased the chance of damage to the fruit, and embryo
infection.
Crossed spikes were sprayed to runoff by means of an aerosol can
sprayer, for 4 consecutive days beginning on day 2 after pollination.
At Rise a solution containing 50 ppm 2,3,5 iodobenzoic acid (TIn);
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20 ppm 6( ,'_*umethyla1lylamino)-pzrine (21?); 25ppm GibberelliC acid
-

(GA3) and 25ppn Naphthalene acetic acid (flA) was used. A drop
of Twee n-80 was added as wetting agent.

5.

Cytological investigation of Developing Embryos and Endospert.
pollinated spikes for cytological study were collected at

intervals of 12-24 hours up to 16 days after pollination. samples
as large as possible were collected, but limitations were imposed
by availability of material, and a complete sequence was not collected.
For comparison a smaller number of selfed spikes were produced
and sampled. pennett,(1975) has produced a detailed account of
normal early seed development in several cultivars of barley, rye,
and wheat, which was used as a baseline for comparison.
Spikes of known age were fixed in 1:3 glacial acetic acid
absolute ethanol (v/v) for 24 hours at room temperature, and were
transferred to 70% ethanol for storage at 30 C. Developing ovaries
were dissected from fixed spikes, rinsed in distilled water, and
bydro]/sed in 6:M HC1 for 1 hour at room temperature. After 2 rinses
in distilled water they were stained in leuco-basic Yuchsin
(Darlington and La Court 1960) for 2-4 hours. BDH basic Etichsin
was used. The ovule was excised from each ovary on a glass slide
under a dissecting microscope (magnification 30x) and the contents
dissected into a drop of 45% acetic acid. The preparation was then
squashed gently by the application of a coverslip.
This method was found insufficient to stain hybrid embryos
consisting of more than about 500 cells, and measuring about 0.2mm
in diameter. Such embryos were found from day 14 onwards. When
the above method was used the cells stuck together and failed to
stain. This difficulty was resolved as follows. Alter dissection onto
a slide, these embryos were rinsed well in distilled water, and then
covered with a drop of 1% pectinase (sigma) solution. These slides
were kept at room temperature for 30 minutes, more pectinase solution
being added if the drop appeared to be drying out. The pectinase
solution was then drawn off, and the embryo rinsed by addition of
distilled water to the slide. A drop of lacto-propionic orceifl
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stain was then added, and the embryo squashed under a coveralip.
By this method the cells separated and the contents stained well.
Some of the smaller embryos were lost, but examination of others
showed that they
\.a-dch hQct_ abc

E05r5f8

coPA

\ed.

Observations were made from temporary preparations, and
photographs taken on pan F film by means of a Zeiss Photomicroscope.
Wherever possible the number of cells and micronuclei in each embryo
was counted. Cells with nuclei at all stages of mitosis were
counted as one cell. The mean number of embryo cells per floret
was calculated for spikes at each sampling time. The occunnice of
lagging chromosomes was noted, and wherever possible the number
recorded. Numbers of endosperm nuclei and their characteristics,
the degree of synchrony and presence and distribution of cell walls
were recorded. Nuclear sizes were determined from photographs.

6. Embryo culture.
(a) Sterilisation and Excision.
Embryos had to be excised prior to degeneration of the fruit,
but collection was delayed as long as possible to allow the longest
possible time for development of the embryo on the maternal plant.
Crossed spikes were collected at about 16-20 days after pollination for
diploids, and 18-20 days for tetraploids, in which embryo development
was slower. Florets were peeled off the spike taking care not to
damage the fruit coat. Palea and lermna remnants were removed
and the intact fruit placed in a petri dish. Sterilisation and
dissection were carried out in a stream of sterile air, in a
laminar flow cabinet which had previously been swabbed down with

J
I

absolute ethanol, sodium hypochlorite solution plus a drop of
Tween-SO as wetting agent was used for surface sterilisation of
fruits.
varying degrees of sterilisation were employed. In initial
studies a concentration of a 0.1% solution for 15 minutes was
sufficient. With the use of plastic pollination bags, providing an
atmosphere of high humidity around the spike, and growth substance
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treatment producing fluid filled fruits, concentrations up to
25% solution for 30 minutes were used. Fruits were subsequently
rinsed in 3 changes of sterile water. Rinsing and dissection were
carried out in sterile disposable petri dishes. Fruits were dissected,
by means of jewellers forceps (size 5) in a drop of sterile water
under 30x magnification. Where present, embryos were usually freely
suspended in liquid, and could usually be lifted from the fruit
and placed on the culture medium without much difficulty. Care had
to be taken to place the dorsal surface uppermost on the medium,
and not to damage the embryo with the forceps, as this could inhibit
normal development of the embryo. Usually several embryos were
transferred to each plate, as studies on barley haploids indicated
a !'density effect" (c. J. Jensen, personal communication), whereby
solitary embryos had less chance of germinating than grouped ones.
(b) Culture Media.
Where culture of hybrid embryos is concerned there is a need
for sound embryo culture technique allowing for maximum survival
and differentiation of embryos. The best possible culture medium
should be used in order to reduce losses of hybrid material during
this stage. Embryos, and later callus were cultured on Norstog MI
medium (Norstog, 1973). This medium was chosen because of its
reported success. N'stog reports on high survival and rapid growth
of 0.2m length premature barley embryos (mature barley embryos
measure 3.5mm). Cameron-Hills (1977) found this the most successful
medium on which she could grow premature barley embryos. Jensen (1977)
found it suitable for culture of barley haploids, and prior to use
for hybrids in the present study, 7 day old barley and rye embryos
were successfully grown on this medium. The medium was made up as
described by Norstog (1973), using analytical grade chemicals.
The composition of the medium is shown in table 2.1. 12-15 ml of
medium was poured into disposable plastic petri dishes, 5cm in diameter,
height 1.8cm. Plates were stored at 3 0 C until required.
After transfer of embryos, plates were sealed with strips of
two-way stretch Parafilm, and were incubated in the dark at 240C.
They were then transferred to continuous white fluorescent light
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(5 microeinsteins m 2 sec; 200 lux) when gemination had coiuxienced.
Developing callus tissue was subcultured at approximately
monthly intervals on fresh Bil medium. Later, some callus and
regenerated plantlets were transferred to Iblurashige_SkoOg (1962)
medium. This is a highly successful and widely used medium,
originally devised for the culture of tobacco pith explants.
The solute components were bought ready mixed, which simplified
preparation. "Murashige and Skoog medium without sucrose, 1AA and
kinetin" (Flow Labs.) was used and made up as directed. The chemical
composition of this Lappears in table 2.1. 20g/i sucrose was added,
and the pH brought to 5.5 with NaOH. 6g/1 Difco purified agar was
added, the solution autoclaved, and poured into sterile disposable
petri dishes, vials or flasks.
Some embryos which, after initial development ceased to develop
further, were transferred to flasks of liquid Murashige-Skoog
medium plus 16 ml/1 2,4-dichlorophenpxyacetic acid (2,4-D),
q
-and shaken continuously
Regenerated plants showing good root and shoot growth were
potted first into plastic pots containing perlite, which had previously
been autoclaved. They were supplied periodically with Hoagland's
solution (Table 2.2) and were for 7-10 days enclosed with a clear
plastic cover to ensure high humidity conditions. Subsequently
the cover was removed, and after a further 7-10 days the plants were
transplanted into pots containing John Innes 3 compost. From the
time of initial transfers to perlite, plants were kept in a growth
room with a constant temperature of 18 0C and hotoperiod of 18 hours.
Tungsten and- warn-white fluorescent lighting provided a light
intensity of 190 microeinsteins nr 2 sec-1 (9000 lux).
Spikes were periodically cut back to encourage tillering.
Plants were vegetatively propagated by breaking up vigorously
tillering clumps, or by potting isolated young tillers. Some plants
became weak and water-stressed due to poor root development (see
Chapter 7 9 discussion). In such cases old tillers were removed, and
young tillers planted in pots of sand which were given Hoagland' s
solution each week. Many of these tillers produced roots and grew
into healthy plants.

In this way a clone of hybrid - material was
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TABLE 2. 1.

COMPOSITION OF CULTURE MEDIA.

MACRONUTRIENTS

NORSPOG (1973)

MURASHIGE AIM
sxooa (1962)

CHEMICAL

DII mg/i

mg/i

caC12.2a20

740

440

Xg504.7R20

750

370

Kci

750

xn2r04

910

170
1900

KIlO3
N114B03

MICRONUTRIENTS

1650

.

H3D03

0.5

6.2

YJ'M4.4H2O

3.0

22.3

0.5

8.6

Na2M004.2H20

0.025

0.025

CUS04.5B20

0.025

0.025

C6C12.6H20

0.025

Fe-citrate

10.0
27.85

FeS)4 .71120
Na2EiYPA

.

.37.25

Aid3

0.025

XI

0.83

TABLE 2.1.

NORSTOG (1973)

Bil mg/i

mg/1

Thiamine 1101

0.25

0.5
0.1

pyridoxine 1101

0.25

CHEMICAL
Nicotinic acid

VITAMINS

Inositol
Ca-pantothenate

I,-giutamine

-.

OTHER

2
400

L-cysteine
L-arginine

10

L-leucine

10

L-phenylalanine

10

L-tyrosine

10

L-tryptophan

10

Malic acid

19/1
34.2 g

Sucrose
DiSco purified

0.5
100

0.25

50
20

L-alahine

20 g/1

6 g

Agar

•

PH

50.0

Glycine

AMINO
ACIDS

MURASHIGE AND
sxooc (1962)

•

NaOH

4.9

5.5

TABLE 2.2.

HOALAND' S SOLUTION USED FOR REGENERATED HYBRID PLANTS.

ml STOCK SOLUTION
PER LITRE FINAL
SOLUTIW

9/1
STOCK SOLUTION

CHEMICAL

11103

101.11

Ca(NO3)2.4H20

236.1

)

27.21
98.6

)9504.7H20

)

.

0.25

)

H,B0,

2.86

)

Mfl012.4B20

1.81

'Yr

7nSO4.71120

..

0.22

CuSO4.5H20

0.08

E2M00 4 .H20

0.09

5mls

)

)

)nl

/ maintained.

L.. Raryotype

Analysis.

preparation of Material.
The chromosome complements of parental and hybrid genotypes
were examined by means of root tip squash preparations. For
karyotype analysis it is desirable to work with material which is
actively dividing, and In which numerous metaphases have been
accumulated. To obtain such material, grains of barley and rye
were imbibed for 2 days at 10C on filter paper moistened with tap
water. They were then transferred to a dark growth cabinet with
a temperature of 25 0C for 13-2 days, in which time roots up to
about 2mm in length would emerge.
Roots from plants in culture were removed about 1 week after
transfer to fresh culture medium.
Regenerated hybrid plants growing in pots of perlite were
placed on paper towels which were kept moist with tap water. This
encouraged root growth from the base of the pot out on to the towels.
These roots usually contained numerous dividing nuclei and could
be collected without disturbing the plant.
Older plants in pots of compost were re-potted about 10 days
prior to root collection.
The terminal 1cm of healthy looking roots was removed and
placed in a solution of 0.05% colchicine for 4 hours. This causes
the accumulation of metaphase figures by prevention of spindle
formation (Levan, 1938 ; Gelfant, 1963) and is an established and
widely used method of pretreating tissue prior to examination of
chromosomes (vosa, 1974; Dyer, 1963; Marks and Schweizer, 1974;
Tarkowski and stefanowska, 1972). Roots were then rinsed and fixed,
and then stained by the methods outlined below.
Lacto-Propionic orcein stain (Dyer, 1963).
The chromosome complements of diploid and autotetraploid
parents, hybrid plants and callus were examined by means of this
stain. It is a relatively simple and extremely reliable technique.
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The chromosomes usually become Intensely stained whereas the cy -toplasm
remains colourless, thus clearly rPvealin4j chromosome morphology.
Being rapid, this method was especially useful in the scretming of
putative autotetraploid material prior to planting. Similarly it
was often of use in testing samples from batches of material for
presence of divisions, prior to 0iesa.. C-banding of such material.
Pretreated roots were fixed for 5 minutes in 10 parts absolute
ethanol : 2 parts glacial acetic acid : 2 parts chloroform : 1 part
formalin, or overnight in 3:1 ethanol glacial acetic acid, at
room temperature. Roots were hydrolysed for 5 minutes in 1t1 HC1 at 60 00,
and rinsed in tap water. The tip of each root was cut off on a
glass slide, and tapped out in a drop of lacto-propionic orcein
by means of a brass rod. The cells were then spread out by means
of a mounted needle. A \coverslip was applied and the slide left
for between 5 minutes to several hours to allow penetration of the
stain into the cells. The preparation was then squashed between
layers of blotting paper. Such preparations were temporary, but
remained useful for up to a week.
(c) Ciemsa C-Banding Technique.
Chromosome staining with lacto.-propionic orcein provides for
identification of chromosomes dependent upon variation in chromosome
morphology (length, arm ratio and satellites). Hybrids could be
distinguished on the basis of range in chromosome size, rye
chromosomes being larger than those of barley. However, it proved
difficult to identify individual chromosomes of hybrids by means of
chromosome morphology alone.
The recent development of heterochromatic staining techniques
for the identification of individual chromosomes at metaphase
provides an additional morphological marker to assist in chromosome
identification. "C "-banding (differential staining of constitutive
heterochromatin) by means of the Qiemsa stain is one such method
which had been widely used, notably to distinguish wheat and rye
chromosomes in Triticale (Darvey and Gustafson, 1975 ;Weimañiç 1974).
This method has been successfully used in providing clear discriminations
between barley and rye chromosomes and is invaluable in the

-
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identification of hybrid karyotypes. Rye chromosomes differ from
barley in the amount of heterochromatin stained as C-bands. Rye
chromosomes characteristically possess large C-bards at one or both
telorneres, as well as some intercalary C-bands (Darvey and Gustafson,
1975; WeimaSs 1975; Voss, 1974; Bennett, Gustafson and Smith, 1977;
Schlegel and Liebelt, 1976). Barley chromosomes possess no major
C-bands at or near the telomere, but C-bands may be found at or
near the centromere, associated with the secondary constrictions,
and as small intercalary C-bands (Linde-Laursen, 1975,1978; Vosa,
1976). For details of C-banding patterns in the present study see
Chapter 6.
Coverslips were prepared as follows. Roots were fixed in

J

a: -

absolute ethanol glacial acetic acid (v/v) for 24 hours,
and then softened by a 14-3 hour treatment in 45% acetic acid.
Root tips were cut off into a drop of 45% acetic acid on a glass
slide. Acoverslip was coated with a thin layer of glycerine
albumin, warned over a spirit lamp and placed over the root tip.
The coverslip was then tapped to liberate cells from the root tip,
the preparation warned over a spirit lamp, and squashed between
layers of blotting paper. Slides were transferred to dishes of
absolute ethanol, where the coverslips were soaked off and maintained
for 1 hour. Coverslips were then left to dry exposed to the air,
usually overnight, and occasionally for up to several weeks before
putting through subsequent stages. Denaturation, renaturation and
staining were carried out in disposable plastic petri dishes.
Solutions required in these stages were made up as follows.
For the denaturation step, a saturated solution of barium
hydroxide Ba(OH)2, was prepared by adding distilled water to crystals
of barium hydroxide in a flask, shaking the solution for a few
seconds, and pouring off the supernatant. This was to remove
soluble barium carbonate, BaC03 1 which forms when barium hydroxide
crystals are exposed to the air. Distilled water was then added to
the crystals of barium hydroxide remaining on the bottom of the
flask. The flask was maintained in a waterbath at 45 0 C for up to
several hours prior to use.
For the renaturation step, a solution of 2 x ssC (saline sodium
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citrate) was made up each day as it was required from a stock of
20 x ssc (8823g trisodium citrate 2 hydrate and 17.532g Naci
per 10l distilled water) stored at 1 0 C. The pH of the solution
was brought to 7.0 with 0.2N nd, and brought to 60 0 C in an oven
prior to use.
For staining a 1% solution of Gurr's R66 Giemsa solution in
buffer at pH 6..6 (made up with a Gun's buffer tablet) was used.
Prepared coverslips were immersed in Ba(OH)2 solution at 45 0C
for 5 minutes, and then washed in several changes of distilled
water. The coveralips were transferred to clean petri dishes
before being incubated in 2 x SSC at 60 0 C for 30 minutes. Coverslips
were then rinsed in distilled water, and transferred to ] Glemsa
solution. When the correct degree of staining was obtained, as
judged by microscopic examination of the wet slide (about 5 - 10
minutes was usually sufficient), preparations were washed in distilled
water and left to dry exposed to the air. Dried preparations were
) mounted in Fjiparcil.
Photographs of good preparations were taken on Ilford Pan F
film, using a Zeiss photomicroscope. Chromosome morphology was
assessed from photographs and by eye from permanent preparations.
Arm lengths, and the position of C-bands were determined by means
of dividers. Constriction of the karyotype based on relative
lengths of the chromosomes and the arm ratios would have been
unreliable because of the stretching the chromosomes frequently
undergo during the rough treatment in connection with the C-banding
technique (weimar-\s1975) and see Fig. 6.1. Chromosomes were distinguished
by the banding pattern and the position of the centromere. The
bands are those areas of the chromosomes that stain more heavily
than the rest of the chromosome. The intensity of the staining
may vary from preparation to preparation, and within the same
preparation (Linde-Laursen, 1978). Thus on some preparations
more bands were clearly visible than on others. Observations
from a large number of slides from each genotype were pooled and
compared to published literature describing the barley and rye
C-banded kaxyotypes (Darvey and Gustafson,1975; Vosa, 1974, 1976;
Linde-Laursen, 1975, 1978; Weiniards 1975).
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8. Electron Microsc9p Study 9f Hybrids.

Leaves from both green and albino hybrid plants which had
been regenerated from callus were examined for ultrastnzctural
details by means of the electron microscope. Tissue used was from
plants growing in vials of Eurashige-Skoog medium as described
previously (section 2).

Portions were taken from various parts

of the leaf, 1jir 2 pieces of leaf were cut out by means of a razor
blade and placed in glass specimen tubes. They were then fixed
overnight at 4° C in 0.111 aqueous sodium cacodylate buffer pH 7.0
adjusted with 0.111 HC1, and post fixed in 1% aqueous osmium tetroxide
solution for 2 hours at room temperature. Tissue was then dehydrated
in a series of graded alcohols at room temperature as follows:
In 25, 50, 70, 80, 90 and 96% ethanol for 30 minutes each, followed
by 2 changes of absolute ethanol for 30 minutes each, 2 changes of
absolute ethanol over BDH molecular sieve (dehydrating agent)
for 30 minutes each, and 3 changes in transition solvent (propylene
oxide) for 15 minutes each. Tissue was then transferred to 50 : 50
Araldite : propylene oxide (v/v) for 1 hour. An equal volume of
Araldite was added to the mixture and mixed thoroughly with a
wooden spatula. Tubes were then left overnight with tops removed.
The following day this mixture was poured off and replaced with
absolute Araldite. Material was then put in a vacuum oven (600 mit Hg)
for 2 hours at room temperature, then embedded in B.E.E.M. capsules
(Emscope), and incubated at 60 0 c for 24 hours. Thick sections (iitm)
were cut on an L.E.B. Ultrotome III. A suitable area was selected
and thin sections (60 nm, indicated by interference colour grey
on the Peachey scale) cut by means of a glass knife. Sections
were collected on a trough of distilled water, and picked up on
200 mesh copper grids (veco). Sections were placed in saturated
Urenyl acetate in 50 ethanol for 30 minutes and "stained" with
Reynolds Lead citrate solution (Kay, 1965) for 5 minutes. Sections
were then viewed in an A.E.I. E.M. 6 transmission electron microscope.
Photographs were taken on Kodak 4489 electron microscope film and
developed in Ii19 developer.
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1. Crossing.
Crosses were carried out in order to investigate fertility of
parent genotypes, and crossing success. Data for percentage fruit set
of selfe-d (or open pollinated) and crossed spikes appear in Tables
3.1 and 3.2. Diploid barley was highly self fertile. Occasionally
apical and basal florets, which were sometimes sterile, or retarded
in development, failed to develop fruit. The tetraploid showed a
decrease in fertility. A high degree of infertility is common in
eatopolyploids, due to irregularities at meiosis (Williams, 1964).
The ryes were largely self incompatible, rarely setting any
seed when spikes were isolated in bags. This result is consistent
with the gametophytic, two-locus incompatibility system found in
many strains of rye (Lundquist, 1 956 ). 3C% of florets of openpollinated diploid rye failed to set seed (pb. 3.1 ) and a further
decrease in fertility was seen in the autotetraploid, as expected.
Most inbred ryes show inbreeding depression (Evans, 1976)0 resulting
in lack of vigour and decreased fertility. This effect may be present
in the rye genotypes used particularly in the tetraploids, due
to the nature of their origin (Chapter 1, Section 1).
After cross pollinating by hand, spikes of diploid and tetraploid
parents showed values for fruit set which were similar to those of
selfed and open-pollinated spikes. This indicated that crossing
techniques were satisfactory.
Crosses of rye (male) on barley (female) resulted in values for
fruit set comparable to that of the corresponding selfed barley
parent. The reciprocal cross failed to induce fruit development.
These observations are in agreement of those of Thompson and Johnston
(1945). It is not known why the reciprocal cross fails to induce
fruit development. The cross may break down during the stages of
pollen gerrination and pollen tube growth, or in the early stages
of fertilisation. Genes similar to those which limit crossability
between wheat and rye (see Chapter 1) may be responsible. The reciprocal
cross was not investigated further. With barley as female, events
prior to fertilisation did not appear to present a barrier to the
production of hybrids. Thus subsequent work was concentrated on
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Table 3.1
Open Pollinated, Selfed Fruit Set.

Plant
Type

Number of
Plants
Used

Number of
Florets
Pollinated

Number of
Fruits
Developed

% Fruit
Set

Barley (2n)

6

164

154

9+

Barley (4n)

7

135

67

50

Rye (2n)

7

319

223

70

Rye ('+n)

8

358

10

39

Number of
Fruits
Developed

% Fruit

Table 3.2
Cross Pollinated Fruit Set.
Plant
Type

Number of
Plants
Used

Number of
Florets
Pollinated

Set

Barley (2n)
Selfed

14

258

2+0

93

Rye (2n)
Se 1 fed

10

412

245

59

Barley ('+n)
Selfed

19

317

169

53

Rye (+n)
Selfed

9

363

141

39

Rye (2n)
X
Barley (2n)

10

418

0

0

Barley (2n)
K
Rye (2n)

32

591

54+

92

Barley (4n)
K
Rye ('+n)

7+

932

44+

48
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post fertilisation development of ovules following pollination of
barley (female) with rye (male).

2. Early bi;vo Culture.
preliminary studies showed that, although a high proportion of
fruits developed follo:ing pollination of barley by rye, fruits
turned brown end dried up between days 8-10 after pollination.
Previous workers (Brink, Cooper ax Ausherman, 1944; Kruse, 1967,
see Chapter 1) demonstrated that production of hybrid plants from
crosses between barley species and rye was dependent on excision of
the embryo prior to degeneration of the fruit • In the present study
over 200 fruits were harvested one week after pollination, and
dissected under sterile conditions. These fruits were devoid of
endosperm, but almost all contained embryos.

-

These embryos, which did not appear to be visibly differentiated,
proved difficult to culture due to their small size (0.06-0.1 wm
diameter). Few embryos showed signs of further growth on worstods
DII medium (Norstog, 1973). Very occasionally, small increases
in size were observed, perhaps due to cell expansion. It is possible
that the loss of viability could have been attributed to damage
during excision. To avoid this, some embryos were left within the
confines of the tip of the embryo sac, which was transferred to the
culture medium. These embryos similarly failed to develop. Failure
of these premature embryos to develop further was more likely due
to their small size. It has been shown that the greater the age
--

and size of a developing barley embryo at excision, the greater
chance it has of survival, and continuing normal development in
culture (Merry, 1941, 1942; Charig, 1963; Norstog, 1965; Larter and
Enns, 1960(rikloid barley embryos); Cameron-Mills, 1977). It appears
that there is a threshold of viability, related to size, and thus
to age after pollination and degree of cellular differentiation.
Thus there is a critical size below which embryos are largely
Inviable, and above which they are capable of normal development.
For barley, the critical threshold of viability appears to lie in the
range of 0.20-0.50 mm embryo length (Cameron-Mills, 1977). Notstog (1973)

go

and Cameron-Mills (1977) have demonstrated that premature barley
embryos, 0.2 mm in diameter and above can continue normal development
when transferred to Norsto&s BIT medium.
It seemed reasonable to assume that, as with barley, larger
and further developed hybrid embryos should have a better chance of
survival on transfer to culture than small ones. Thus it was desirable
to postpone degeneration of the fruit, and thereby increase the
period in which the hybrid embryo could continue to develop on the
mother plant. This was accomplished by means of treating crossed
spikes with growth substances.

3. choice of Growth Substance Treatment.
Post pollination treatment of crossed spikes with growth substances
has been used in several intergeneric and interspecific crossing
programmes (see chapter 1). It has now become a standard procedure
in the production of barley haploids following the cross H. vulgare x
H. thlbosum (Kasha, 1977). Treatment with gibberellic acid has been
reported to result in higher per cent fruit set, higher per cent of
fruits containing developing embryos, to increase the size and degree
of development of the embryo, and to increase the chance of germination
in culture.
In initial studies, in autumn 1975 - spring 1976 at Edinburgh,
a method used by Kruse (1967, and personal communication) on crossed
barley x rye spikes, and by Kasha (1977) in the haploid barley
production programme, was used. One drop of an aqueous solution of
--

75ppm gibberellic acid (GA3) 0 was, applied to each floret on days

2, 3 and 4 after pollination. Treated fruits remained green for
longer than those on untreated spikes, but began to shrivel and turn
brown about 10 days after pollination. Embryos excised at this time
were not cultured successfully.
In subsequent studies, mixtures of growth substances were used.
As recommended by Jensen (1977, and personal communication) at Risa
in summer 1976, a solution containing 50ppa 2,35 iodobenzoic acid
(PlEA); 25ppm 6(,_di me thyl_ally(athno)-purine (2ip, a cytokinin);
25pyei gibberellic acid (GA3) and 25ppm naphthalene acetic acid
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Figure 3. 1.

10

5 mm

0

Fruits from crossed spikes treated with growth substances (sittingbouxre,
Spring, 1977).

All fruits were harvested at 18-20 days after

pollination.
Selfed barley, clearly distinguished from hybrids because
of presence of endosperm;
plump, liquid filled hybrid fruits;
Hybrid fruits showing degrees of yellowing and beginning
to shrivel;
Hybrid fruits which have previously ceased to develop, and
have dried up.

[o1

(N/tA, an auxin), was sprayed to runoff on days 2-5 after pollination.
This resulted in the development of a large propoxtion of plump
liquid filled fruits, most of which remained green at least until
21 days after pollination, at which time the fruits were harvested.
A small proportion of these fruits contained developing embryos,
0.5 - 1.5 mm in diameter, which were excised and transferred to culture.
similar results were obtained on omission of the PlEA.
At Edinburgh in February - March 1977 some spikes were sprayed
similarly with a solution containing 50ppm GA3 and 25ppn NAA. Plump
fruits developed, most of which turned brown to black after day 15.
Dissection of these fruits at 18 days after pollination, revealed
that they were liquid filled, and that several contained developing
embryos.
In all subsequent studies, including the crossing programmes
carried out at sittiragbourne, a solution containing 75ppm GA3, 25ppm
NAA and 25prsn 2iP was sprayed on to crossed spikes on days 2-5
after pollination. This treatment was effective in producing plump,
liquid filled fruits, which remained green until the time of harvest
at 18-20 days after pollination. The quality of fruits varied between
and within spikes. Thus spikes varied from those on which almost
all of the fruits were plump and green, to spikes on which almost all
of the fruits turned yellow, dried up, or ceased development prior
to harvest. Fig. 3.1 shows a range of fruits harvested from treated
spikes. Salfed barley fruits (3.1a), which contain endosperm, could
be clearly distinguished from plump hybrid fruits.
A small proportion of liquid filled fruits, dissected at 18-20
days after pollination, were found to contain developing embryos. Embryos
were only recovered from plants which were plump and liquid filled, and
at a low frequency (0-3 per spike). These embryos measured 0.25 2.0 inn in diameter and were found floating in the liquid. They could
be excised and transferred to culture without much difficulty. A
description of these embryos and subsequent development in culture
appears in Chapter 5.
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4. Discussion.
The treatment of crossed spikes with solutions of growth
substances, as described above, pi'oved beneficial for the production
of developing hybrid embryos for culture. Thus when spikes were
not treated, fruit development ceased before embryos reached a size
suitable for culture. On treated spikes, many liquid filled fruits
deeioped which remained green and plump until the chosen harvest time,
18-20 days after pollination. A sraAll proportion of these contained
developing embryos which were large enough to be excised and cultured
without difficulty. The physiological basis for the observed effects
of the growth substances on the developing fruit is not known.
They may act directly on the embryo, or may influence its growth
indirectly by maintaining it in a fluid filled cavity. They may
have effects on nutrition, or on senescence, preventing premature
dehydration, and degeneration of the fruit. The cytokinin may be
responsible for fruits remaining green. When cytokinin was omitted,
most fruits had turned brown by the time of harvest, but were similar
to fruits treated with mixtures containing cytokinin in that they were
liquid filled, and some contained developing embryos. Variability
in fruit quality between and within spikes may reflect genotypic
differences, or may be a consequence of a sensitivity to subtle
changes in environment, such as temperature and hpinidity which vary
from day to day.
The above investigations showed that, when barley, as female
was crossed with rye, as male, a high proportion of fruits developed.
This indicated that stigma/pollen interactions and fertilisation
did not provide a barrier to production of hybrids. Dissection of
untreated fruits about 1 week after pollination and prior to fruit
shrivelling failed to reveal endosperm, although most fruits contained
developing embryos. Treatment of crossed spikes with growth substances
prevented premature shrivelling of fruits. At 18-20 days after
pollination, a small proportion of plump fruits (0-3 per spike)
were found to contain developing embryos. This indicates that,
subsequent to day 7,,t he majority of hybrid embryos abort, but that
a small proportion are capable of continued development, so long as
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degeneration of the fruit is postponed.
These observations show, as reported by Thompson and Johnston

(1945), that post fertilisation breakdown of developing hybrid
endosperm, and then of embryos occurs. Cytological studies on embryo
and endosperm tissue were carried out in order to establish the
sequence of events during development, and to investigate the mechanisms
responsible for hybrid breakdown. Results from these studies are
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4.

CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE EARLY DEVELOWEN'P OF THE EMBRYO AND ENDOSPERM.
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Discussion.
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The early development of the embryo and the endosperm was
studied by means of Peulgen stained preparations (chapter 2,
Section 5). The study concentrated on hybrid material produced
at Sittingboürne alongside spikes from which live embryos were
recovered for culture. Spikes were collected and fixed at 12 or
24 hour intervals up to 18 days after pollination. The number of
spikes was limited by availability of material, and a complete sequence was not collected. The number of fruits sampled for the
tetraploid hybrids was smaller than that for the diploids due to
differences in fruit set (Chapter 3, Section 1). Some material
was lost due to difficulties in dissection, particularly at the
earlier stages. Small samples of crossed parent material were
studied to establish the general pattern of development for these
genotypes in the growth conditions used, previous descriptions
(notably those of Bennett, 1975) Of early seed development in
cereal species were then used as a baseline for comparison.
The early development of embryo and endosperm of parent genotypes
will be considered first, followed by the observations on the
hybrids.
1. Development of Parent Genotypes.
The appearance of the mature embryo sac prior to fertilisation
was similar to that previously described by Bennett, Smith :afld
Barclay (1975). An egg cell, two synergid cells, two fused polar
nuclei, and a variable number (between 10 and 30) of antipodal
cells were present (Pig. 4.1).
(a) The Endosperm.
Mitosis occurred much sooner in the primary endosperm nucleus
than in the zygote. Thus for most genotypes the first embryo cell
division took place about 1 day after pollination, by which time
most endospenus had undergone 4 division cycles (16 nuclei).
The general pattern of endosperm development in all parent genotypes
was essentially the same as that previously described for several
cereal species (Bennett, Rao and Bayliss, 1973; Bennett, Smith
and Barclay, 1975).
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Figure 4.1

variable number of
antipodal nuclei
celL;
nucleus (2n)
centrat

egg (n)
synergid cell

Diagram of the mature embryo sac prior to fertilisation.

Figure 4.2.

t of endosperm
ei
tion of antipodal
el

k' region

yo

Diagram of the developing embryo sac, showing positions
occupied by the endosperm, embryo and antipodal nuclei.
The antipodals degenerate during the first few days after
pollination.

The endosperm was contained in a pear-shaped embryo sac, with
-

the embryo located at the apex of the "neck" region (Fig. 4.2).
The antipodal cells became surrounded by endosperm nuclei, and were
pushed to the middle of the sac. The antipodals degenerated in
the first few days after pollination. No study was made of the
development of the antipodal nuclei.
At first the endosperm consisted of a coenocyte which later
became cellular. In initial stages of the coenocytic phase, nuclear
development was largely synchronous. After several division cycles,
synchrony of division was gradually lost, and a developmental
gradient was often observed, whereby all nuclei in one area of the
endosperm showed the same stage of division. Fig. 4.3a shows
tetraploid barley endosperm at this stage. Synchrony was usually
pronounced until the time of cell wall formation, after which similar
- stages were often observed in small groups of adjacent cells.
In all genotypes cell wall formation began in the neck region,
izmnediately adjacent to the embryo and then extended throughout
the tissue. There were differences between genotypes in the time.
of endosperm cell wall formation. In diplàid barley and rye, cell
wall formation occurred between days 3 and 5 after pollination,
after ,'O icdivision cycles (about 1000 cells). In the tetraploid
division cycles
genotypes cell walls were visible after
:'

(about 500 cells). For barley this was between days 3 and 59
and for rye from days 4 and 6 after pollination. The duration of
cell wall formation in tetraploid rye was longer than in the other
genotypes, and completely cellular endosperm was not observed
until day 7 after pollination. Figs. 4.3b and 4.4 show different
stages of endospeflu development in diploid barley.
Fig. 4.5a and b show graphs of the mean numbers of endosperm
nuclei at various fixation times after pollination. These show
that the rate of endosperm development was more rapid during days

1

1 and 2, but then decreased near the end of the coenocytic phase. ( y
This observation is in agreement with published data (Bennett,
Smith and Barclay, 1975). Aberrant nuclei were extremely rare in
diploid barley, and were observed at a low frequency in the
other genotypes. They were found in tetraploid rye more often
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Figure +.3
Development of selfed barley endosperm.
a. Tetraploid barley, 3 days after pol1intion,
coenocytic stage. A developmental gradient may
be seen in which nuclei at metaphase (top.
100

right) through to late anaphase (bottom) are
present.

50
0

b. Diploid barley, 3 days after pollination,
showing the formation of cell walls.
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Figure 4J4
Development of selfed barley endosperm, + days
after pollination.
a. Diploid barley, showing the neck region, in
which cells have been formed.
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Figure 4 .5
Early endosperm development of a) diploids
b) tetraploids.
These graphs show the numbers of endosperm nuclei at
specified times after pollination. For barley and rye
parent genotypes the mean numbers of nuclei have been
plotted, whereas for hybrid genotypes, in which endosperm
development is very variable, maximum numbers of nuclei
are indicated.

. barley
o rye
'< hybrid
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than in other genotypes.
(b) The Embryo.
The interval between pollination and completion of the first
zygote mitosis varied between genotypes, and lasted longer than
subsequent division cycles. Thus 2-celled embryos of diploid barley
were first observed at 1 day after pollination, at which time embryos
of tetraploid barley were observed at their first mitosis. In
rye the first mitosis occurred later than in barley, and 2-celled
embryos were not observed until after 1 day after pollination.
The embryo was situated at the micropylar end of the embryo
sac (Fig. 4.2), separated from the endosperm by what appeared to
be a membrane. Numerous small, refractile bodies, presumably
starch granules (ycaltsikes, Roupakias and Thomas, 1974) were
often observed in the vicinity of the embryo, which was pear shaped,
with its tip oriented towards the micropylar end. The cells of
the embryo did not divide synchronously, although adjacent nuclei
often showed similar stages of division. No mitotic irregularities
were observed in any embryos of the parent genotypes.
After the first embryo cell division, there was a steady
increase in embryo cell number with each sampling time after
pollination as shown in Fig. 4.6 (diploids) and 4.7 (tetraploids).
The relative rates of embryo development for each genotype are
shown in Fig. 4.8. An estimate of mean cell doubling time was
calculated by the least squares method on a Canon calculator.
Disregarding the first division cycle, the line of best fit was
calculated for plots of time after pollination against the 10gb
of the mean numbers of embryo cells. The mean cell doubling time
was then calculated from the interval in which a known number
of division cycles occurred. Calculated mean cell doubling times
were as follows: 2n barley, 17.0 hours; 2n rye, 21.6 hours;
2n hybrids, 23.9 hours; 4n barley, 21.0 hours; 4n rye, 26.7 hours;
4n hybrids, 22.1 hours. This calculation assumes that the rate
of development does not vary throughout the number of division
cycles included in the calculation (these are listed in Fig. 4.8).

Figure 4.6
Development of diploid embryos a) barley
rye
hybrid
Those graphs show the mean numbers of embryo cells at specified times
up to 9 days after pollination.
The 95% confidence limit for (each )sample is shown, and additional
Information is given in the table- below.
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Development of WçpioId embryos a) barley
rye
hybrid
These graphs show the mean numbers of embryo cells at specified times
up to 9 days after pollination. The 95% confidence limit for each sample
is shown, and additional Information is given in the table below.
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Figure 4.8
Rates of early embryo development, a) diploids
b) tetraploids
These graphs show the mean numbers of embryo cells
at particular times after pollination. The line of best
fit is shown for log mean embryo cell number against
time after pollination calculated for each genotype.
Calculated mean cell doubling times.
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Examination of the pQiI4S in Fig. 4.8 suggests that although this
may be valid for barley and diploid rye, it appears that embryos
of tetraploid rye exhibit different rates of development during
different intervals. Thus the mean cell doubling time for 3 division
cycles was 20.3 hours, whereas that for 4 division cyàles was
26.7 hours. This was due to slower development from days 5-7,
as shown by the points on the graph (Fig. 4.8). It should be noted
that not only may the rate of development vary, but the results
may be influenced by possible variation in rates of division
between different regions of the embryo. Nevertheless, these
results are useful in a general comparison with data for the hybrids
obtained under similar conditions.
2. Development of Hybrid Genotypes.
The development of the endosperm is considered first, followed
by that of the embryo. In each section the diploid hybrids are
described before the tetraploids.
SQ

(a) The" Diploid "Hybrid Endosperm.
cwcbspQ1rv7

d-
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The development of the diploid hybrid endosperm, genome
composition BBR (where B represents the haploid genome of barley,
and R that of rye), was in striking contrast to that of the parents.
Almost all embryo sacs consisted for the most part of abnormal
nuclei, the morphology of which is described below (Figs. 4.9-4.22).
The nuclei showed a wide range in size (e.g. Fig. 4.13), and from
photographs it was estimated that volumes up to 300x (c. 918000 urn3) that of a barley endosperm nucleus (c. 3060 urn3) were common.
It should be noted that nuclei undergo changes in volume as they
progress through the cell cycle (see I'Iäkien, 1963). For triticale
it has been reported that endosperm nuclei undergo a 20-fold
change in volume as they progress through each cell cycle, being
largest at interphase, becoming progressively smaller as they
approach division. Also, as the number of nuclei in an endosperm
increase, there is a reduction in nuclear volume (Xaltsikes, 1973).
Thus it might be expected that similar changes in nuclear
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volume be expected in the genotypes used in the present study.
For this reason the above quoted values should be used for guidance
only.
It has been shown that the nuclear volume and DNA content
are related (Van't Hof and Sparrow, 1963), and skult (1965, 1968)
has shown that DNA content per cell in autotetraploid barley is
twice that found in the corresponding diploid genotype. Thus it
may be expected that the large differences in size of the nuclei
observed in the hybrid endosperm reflect differences in ploidy.
That this is the case has been verified in nuclei in which chromosomes
may be counted (e.g. Fig. 4.15). Counts of endospenm nuclei showed
that development was extremely varied. Thus endospens ranged
from those comprising a small number of macronuclei through to
those in which about 250 nuclei were observed. This was the
maximum number of endosperm nuclei in any ovule • The maximum
numbers of endosperm nuclei found at each fixation time are plotted
in Fig. 4.5 alongside graphs showing endosperm development in the

parent genotypes. Further studies, including estimation of nuclear
DNA content would be necessary before an assessment of rate of
nuclear development could be made.
With regard to the control of synchrony of mitosis in the
endosperm, it is interesting to note that despite differences
in size, and hence ploidy, groups of adjacent nuclei often
consisted of nuclei in similar stages of division (e.g. Fig.
4.10).
In about l of the 200 ovules examined, over

J

of the endosperm,

nuclei were of normal size, but aberrant nuclei were always visible.
Ovules in which endosperm nuclei appeared to be degenerating,
or which appeared to have ceased development, were observed at all
ages. From days 5 to 7 after pollination there was a rapid decline
in the number of ovules found to contain endosperm (in whatever
form). Fig. 4.23 shows the percentages of sacs with endosperm
surviving found at each fixation time after pollination. No cells
were observed, although cytoplasmic compartmentation was often
seen (Fig. 4.19).
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Aberrant Nuclei.
Aberrant nuclei could be classified into several broad
classes.
polyploid with regular shape
polyploid with irregular shape
Necrotic, dense and heavily stained, usually small
Misshapen e.g. dumbbell shaped
Chromosome bridges, lagging chromosomes and micronuclei.
Examples and descriptions of these nuclei may be found in
Figs. 4.9 - 4.22. Those abnormal nuclei provide evidence of mitotic
disturbance. Lagging chromosomes (e.g. Figs. 4.9a, 4.10a) 9 either
which failed to congress normally at metaphase, or, more commonly,
failed to migrate to the poles at anaphase suggested upset timing
of chromosome behaviour and spindle activity (see chapter &).
Exclusion of these laggards from daughter nuclei was presumably
responsible for free chromosomes and rnicronilclei being visible
in the cytoplasm. Chromosome "bridges" (e.g. Figs. 4.9b, 4.12)
observed at anaphase, often persisting through to telophase, fort
when a spindle is organised, but chromatids fail to separate
clearly (Bennett, 1977). A dumbbell shaped nucleus (Fig. 4.12)
forms when a nuclear membrane develops round nuclei connected
by. a bridge. Further attempts to divide may result in other
aberrant shapes.
polyploid nuclei presumably arose through anaphase failure.
In regular shaped polyploids a spindle may never have formed,
but in irregularly shaped polyploid nuclei a functional spindle
probably was formed at some stage of development. Restitution
nuclei (Fig. 4.15), - were quite common. These form when anaphase
movements do not occur. In some of these nuclei about 20()
chromosomes have been observed.
In a few nuclei, chromosomes which appear to be polytene
have been observed (e.g. Fig. 4.16). presumably repeated replication
of chromoriemata (microfibrils of DNA and protein) has taken place
without organisation of chromatids, and separation through
subsequent steps in the division cycle has failed to take place.
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There were differences in staining ability between endosperm
nuclei. Necrotic nuclei were dense and heavily stained. Other
nuclei stained only faintly, perhaps due to breakdown of DNA.
Nucleoli were usually prominent and spread evenly throughout the
nucleus. The number of nucleoli increased with increasing size
of the nucleus, as is to be expected with an increase in ploidy.
The following figures (4.9 - 4.22) give examples of the nuclear
types observed.

Figure 4.9
Diploid hybrid endosperm nuclei, 13 days after
pollination.
a. Failure of normal mitosis; chromosomes lagging, i.e. falling to congress normally, at
40

metaphase may be observed. In one nucleus
approximately double the expected number

of

21

chromosomes is visible, a sign of previous

20
0

anaphase failure.

b. Anaphase nucleus with chromosome bridge; these
occur when anaphase takes place before chromatid
separation Is complete. Note the rye nucleolar

40

organising chromosomes (no).
20

0.1.
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Figure +.10
Diploid hybrid endosperm nuclei, 33- days
after pollination.
a. 2 metaphase nuclei showing lagging chromosomes.
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b. Coenocytic endosperm containing nuclei of
varying size (and hence ploidy). Most nuclei are
at anaphase,
showing that there is a tendency
a

100

for divisions in adjacent regions to be synchronous.
Chromosome bridges are present in many of these
nuclei. Some micronuclei are visible, showing
that chromosomes have previously been lost from
dividing nuclei. Large, necrotic nuclei predominate
in the neck region.
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Figure +.11
Diploid hybrid endosperm nuclei 3j days after
pollination.
Examples of nuclei of differet ploidy, at
anaphase.
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Nuclei at stages from metaphase - lateanaphase are present. Note the size range, of
nuclei. The late - anaphase nucleus is about the
expected size of the 3n nucleus, but in the other

40

nuclei previous mitotic irregularities must have
led to polyploidy. Lagging chromosomes are
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indicated.
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Figure +.12
Diploid hybrid endosperm nuclei.
a0 3 days after pollination. Nuclei joined by
chromosome bridges. Bridges develop when
chromatids fail to separate cleanly. Numerous
micronuclei (m) are present in the cytoplasm
showing that chromosome elimination from nuclei
has occurred previously.
{Jm
100

b.

5 days after pollination; dumbbellthaped

nucleus alongside normal nucleus and a micronucleus (m), all at prophase..
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Figure 4 .13
Diploid hybrid endosperm nuclei.
3- days after pollination. Note the size

range of nuclei. The small nucleus to the left
possesses chromosome bridges; to the right, part
of a dense, necrotic macronucleus is. visible.
The central nucleus, with prominent nucleoli,
provides an example of macronuclei often present
in hybrid endosperm.
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5 days after pollination. An irregular shaped
necrotic macronucleus.
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Figure I+.1I+
Diploid hybrid endosperm 33- days after
pollination.
a. Irregular shaped polyploid nucleus and smaller,
regular shaped nuclei, at prophase.

prn
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50

b-. Regular shaped polyploid nucleus at prophase.
Smaller nuclei and micronuclei are present.
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Figure I+.15
Diploid hybrid endosperm k days after
pollination.
Polyploid restitution nuclei. Each nucleus
contains at least 100 chromosomes, suggesting

100

that 3-4 chromosome replications have taken place
without anaphase. Note that adjacent nuclei are
of similar character, showing the tendency for

50

synchrony of division.
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The central nucleus from a., above.
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Figure 4.16
Diploid hybrid endosperm, polytene chromosomes.
a. l- days after pollination, micronucleus (m) and
normal nucleus present to the right.

100

41]

b. 2j days after pollination. Polyploid polytene
nucleus. Polytene chromosomes are formed when
replication of the chromonemata is not followed
by chromatid separation.
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Figure 4 .17
Diploid hybrid endosperm.

k days after pollination, showing distribution
of nuclei in the neck region. Irregular shaped
polyploid nuclei and micronuclei are present.
100

Most of the nuclei failed to stain deeply. The
embryo has been displaced in dissection (e).

50
0

5 days after pollination. Dense polyploid
nuclei from which chromosomes have been lost and
have been condensed into micronuclei are present..
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Also smaller anaphase nuclei (an) with chromosome
bridges may be seen.
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Figure 4. 18
Diploid hybrid endosperm.
a. 3j days after pollination. Normal prophase
nuclei with occasional micronuclei (in).
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b. 5 days after pollination. Nuclei varying in
size and shape., and numerous micronuclei are
present. Also a dumbbell shaped nucleus (d) is
present.
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5 days after pollination.

Cytoplasmic compartmentation may be seen, but no cell
walls have been formed. The nuclei failed to stain
deeply.
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Figure 4.20
Diploid hybrid endosperm 5 days after
pollination.
Polyploid nucleus with prominent nucleoli.
It appears that nucleoli often become prominent
prior to endosperm degeneration.
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A further stage of endosperm degeneration.
Note the prominent nucleoli.
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Figure 4.21
Examples of normal nuclei observed in diploid
hybrid endosperm 3j days after pollination.
a. Late anaphase nuclei.

•

b. Telophae nuclei, spindle fibres and the
beginning of cell wall formation are visible.
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Figure +.22
Normal nuclei in diploid hybrid endosperm.
a. 2- days after pollination. Late telophase early interphase nuclei.
N

pM

b. 3j- days after pollination.. Interphase nuclei

with prominent nucleoli and showing cytoplasmic
compartmentation. Similar nuclei are common in
the endosperm of selfed barley and rye.
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Figure I+.23
Endosperm degeneration in hybrid ovules.
Diploids
Tetraploids
The percentage of ovules in which endosperm
tissue, in whatever form, was observed is shown
up to 10 days after pollination.
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(b) Tb: Tetrap1oid"brid Endos p erm.

(d JS

Development of the tetraploid hybrid endosperm, genome
composition BBBBRR was in many respects similar to that of the
diploids, but there were notable differences. In the diploids
the overall picture was one of aberrant nuclei and degeneration,
whereas in the tetraploids the presence of "normal" eridosperms,
of similar appearance to those of barley and rye, was striking.
In about 40 of the 130 tetraploid ovules examined, well over

* of the nuclei were normal. in size. and shape. Figs. 4.24 — 4.29
give examples of these. In contrast to the tetraploids, for diploid
hybrids it was estimated that only lC of ovules contained
of nuclei of normal appearance. Regions showing aberrant
endosperm nuclei were usually present in tetraploid ovules, and
predominated4 the remaining 60% of ovules in which endosperm development
was not classified to be approaching normal. Normal development
was not usually maintained beyond about 5-6 days after pollination,
and from day 5 onwards there was a rapid decline in the number
of ovules in which endosperm were present (Fig. 4.2)).
Where aberrant nuclei were present, they were of similar
appearance to those found in diploid hybrid ovules (see Figs.
4.24, 4.25). Micronuclei were especially common. A small proportion
of ovules showing retarded although otherwise normal development
were found. This feature has been reported in tetraploid barley
(Rkansson, 1953) and probably results from the use of tetraploid
parents, rather than from the hybrid nature of the endosperm.
An example of this is given in Fig. 4.26. The maximum numbers of
endosperm nuclei observed at each fixation time are shown in Fig. 4.5 alongside data for endosperm developmnt of parent genotypes.
Development of the tetraploid hybrid endosperm was clearly more
successful than that of the diploids in that more nuclei, a greater
proportion of which were of normal size and appearance, were
able to develop in many ovules.
An extremely interesting observation was that of cellular
endosperm, observed in one 10 day old ovule. The endosperm comprised
about 2000 cells, many of which contained aberrant nuclei.

Ii

Figure +.24
Tetraploid hybrid endosperm nuclei.
3 days after pollination. Chromosomes lie

-

between the two central nuclei. These presumably
failed to undergo anaphase movement, possibly as
a result of incomplete chromatid separation.
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6 days after pollination. A deeply staining
macronucleus with prominent nucleoli is
surrounded by nuclei of normal size.
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Figure +.25
Tetraploid hybrid endosperm nuclei.
a. 63- days after pollination. Nuclei of varying
size and shape are present, most of which are at

pm
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prophase.

b.

5à

days after pollination. The endosperm

consists of necrotic macronuclei and micronuclei
among faintly staining nuclei of normal size.
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Figure 1+.26
Tetraploid hybrid endosperm, normal development.
Many tetraploid hybrid ovules contained endosperm
which consisted predominantly of normal nuclei.

,,urn

3 days after pollination. A retarded ovule

containing fewer endosperm nuclei than most other
ovules of the same age. No cytological abnormalities

50

are visible.

3 days after pollination. The basal region of

an endosperm. The nuclei are comparable with
those of selted barley (see figure 4.4).No
cytological abnormalities are visible.
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Figure 4.27
Tetraploid hybrid endosperm, normal development.
a:. 3 days after pollination. The neck region of
an endosperm. The nuclei appear mostly normal,
but some micronuclei are present.
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b. 5-h- days after pollination. The neck region of
an endosperm, no cell walls present. Mostly normal
nuclei although occasional chromosome bridges
and micronuclei may be observed. An embryo
comprising about 50 nuclei is present in which
no cytological abnormalities are apparent.
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Figure 4.28
Cellular tetraploid hybrid endosperm 10 days
after pollination. A cellular endosperm of about.
500 cells was observed in one ovule only. Both
regular and irregular nuclei were present.
a. Region containing nuclei of normal size.
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b. Region containing macronuclei.
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nucleus visible (d).
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(Figs. 4.28, 4.29). A further .10 day old ovule contained
-

5 deeply

staining xnacronuclei. No other ovules containing endosperm were
found beyond day 7 after pollination, and in no other ovules was
cellular endosperm observed, although cytoplasmic compartmentation
was common.
(c) the Diploid Hybrid Embryo.
As was shown previously (chapter 3) 9 a high proportion of
fruits developed following pollination of barley by rye. Dissection
of fruits showing an increase in size showed that most of these
contained embryos. Some embryos were probably lost in dissection
due to their small size, particularly during the first few days
after pollination.
The rn s'-- - zygote mitoëis took place at about 1 day after
pollination. at 24 hours most embryos were seen in prophase,
and by 36 hours all embryos observed consisted of 2 cells. After
this stage the number of cells increased steadily with time after
pollination, as shown in Fig. 4.6. By comparing Figs. 4.6 and
4.7 it can be seen that the pattern of development of diploid
and tetraploid hybrid embryos IvaT similar. The mean cell doubling
time, calculated in the same manner as for the parents, was longer
than that of both parents. For the hybrids the mean cell doubling
time was 23.9 hours, for barley 17.0 hours, and for rye
21.6 hours.
The developing embryo was round to pear-shaped. Figs. 4.30 4.38 show embryos at various stages of development. Divisions of
nuclei within the embryo were not synchronous, although adjacent
nuclei often displayed similar stages of mitosis. Embryos often
contained micrCnuclei, evidence of previous chromatin loss from
nuclei. The first observation of these was one -embryo at day 2
after pollination, and embryos with more micronuclei were seen from
day

3f

onwards. Micronuclei were usually dispersed throughout the

embryo, but were sometimes confined to sectors. The proportion
of embryos which contained micronuclei increased up to day 7 after
pollination, by which time they were observed in most embryos.
Fig. 4.39 shows the proportion of embryos containing micronuclei,
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for most fixation times • the embryos sampled showed considerable
variation. Thus, at each fixation time, a small proportion (usua.ly
1-2 per splice, about icv) of embryos appeared free of cytological
abnormalities, whereas a small proportion sometimes contained an
average of 2 micronuclei per cell. The remainder demonstrated
stages in between. The samples became more variable with increasing
time up to day 7.

Considering the wide range of embryos observed,

it is difficult to show any specific effects of micronuclei on
the embryo. However, examination of the data show an interesting

I

trend (Pig. 4.39). Plotting the mean numbers of micronuclei per
cell and per embryo at each fixation time indicated that while
the mean numbers of micronuclei per embryo increased with time
after pollination, the

rriltwikec per cell appeared to remain at

a level of about 0.3 - 0.5 per cell.
From day 34 onwards, lagging chromosomes were observed in
dividing nuclei. Metaphase nuclei were observed in which, while
most of the chromosomes had congressed normally, one or more
chromosomes had failed to do so. In some anaphase and telophase
nuclei, one or more chromosomes showed no sign of movement to the
poles. Lagging chromosomes may have eventually completed migration,
but others were presumably subsequently excluded from the nuclear
envelope, and became condensed into micronuclei. It is possible
that these micronuclei could have undergone further division,
although such divisions were not observed. Lagging chromosomes
appeared oiznilar in morphology to those undergoing normal mitosis.
Separation of the chromatids appeared to be complete, and no bridges
were seen.
Lagging chromosomes were observed in about 1/3 of mitoses.
Most connion were 1-2 laggards, but up to 7 were observed at a single
mitosis. Occasionally unequal migration at anaphase (e.g. 16.
chromosomes to one pole, 12 to the other) were seen. It could
not be established whether particular chromosomes were involved,
although the size range observed indicated that chromosomes from

both genomes were lost. Two haploid genomes (7 chromosomes) each
in a separate embryo, were observed, but it is not known whether
these were barley, rye, or possibly mixed. The majority of mitoses
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appeared to take place normally and most nuclei appeared to contain
about 14 chromosomes. As the tissues were not pretreated in any
Way which would influence chromosome behaviour (e.g. with coichicine)
and facilitate the counting of chromosomes at metaphase, few
accurate accounts of chromosomes at metaphase were obtained.
Occasionally chromosomes of abnormal morphology were observed.
In one embryo chromosomes were consistently extremely contracted
(pig. 4.37), and in one cell of a different embryo (pig. 4.32b),
the chromosomes resembled those . -,treated with colchicine (see
Levan, 1938). The chromatids were clearly visible and separated,
but remained attached at the centromere. In C-mitosis a spindle
does not form and anaphase does not usually occur. These
features suggest that spindle function may be impaired in these
hybrids.
By day 7, some embryos appeared unhealthy. Thus in some
the nuclei appeared to be breaking down, -divisions were absent,
or the nuclei failed to stain well. The majority of embryos
must abort after this time, as from day 12 onwards, only a small
proportion of ovules were found to contain developing embryos.
On some spikes embryos were completely absent, but on others,
1-5 embryos, healthy in appearance, were found. Further ovules
contained smaller pieces of dying or dead tissue, apparently
the remains of embryos that had previously ceased development
and were degenerating. Thus only a low proportion of embryos
continued to develop beyond about 8 days. Table 4.1 gives details
of size, shape and approximate cell number of "healthy" embryos
recovered from spikes fixed on days 12-18 after pollination.
These embryos were most often pear-shaped, some being visibly
differentiated,displaying a coleoptile pore (the structure from
which a coleoptile develops in a normal embryo). Most of these
embryos appeared to be actively engaged in mitosis, and mitotic
indices of up to

were recorded.

(d) The Tetraploid Hybrid Embryo.
The proportion of fruit developing after, pollination of

-

tetraploid barley by tetraploid rye was less than in the corresponding

jill:]

Figure I+.30
Diploid hybrid embryos.
23- days after pollination. The embryo consists

of two nuclei, both undergoing mitosis. An
endosperm nucleus (en) is also visible.
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3 days after pollination. The embryo consists
of about 20 nuclei, several of which are at
anaphase. Several micronuclei are present,
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showing that chromosome loss has previously
occurred.
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Figure I+.31
Diploid hybrid embryos 4 days after pollination.
a. This embryo consists of 16 interphase nuclei,
no abnormalities visible.
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b. This embryo consists of 8 interphase nuclei
Plus 3 micronuclei.
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Figure 1+.32
Diploid hybrid embryos 4 days after pollination.
These embryos, and the embryo shown in figure
1+.31 b., are from the same spike. They show
variability in cell number and numbers of micronuclei present.
This embryo stained only faintly. Two
metaphase nuclei are present in the basal region
of the embryo. Towards the apex the nuclei vary
In size, and some micronuclei are present.

This embryo consists of about 20 nuclei. Two
metaphase nuclei show lagging chromosomes. In
one nucleus (arrowed), chromosomes resembling
those treated with colchicine (C-pairs) may be
seen. Many micronuclei are present.
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Figure 1e.33

-

Diploid hybrid embryos.
a. + days after pollination; 32 cells, one micronucleus (m).

jim
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b.

5 days after pollination; about 2+ nuclei and

numerous micronuclei present. There are 1 anaphase
and

1+

mètaphàse nuclei, a lagging chromosome is

indicated.
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Figure *.34
Diploid hybrid embryos.

5 days after pollination. About 38 cells and
several micronuclei are present. An anaphase

50

nucleus (top central) can be seen in which k
chromosomes have failed to migrate to the poles.
Such chromosomes are probably excluded from the
nuclear envelope, and condense to form micronuclei.

6 days after pollination; about 65 cells and
a few micronuclei are present.
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Figure +.35
Diploid hybrid embryos 8 days after pollination.
This embryo consists of about 80 nuclei. The
majority of micronuclei are present in the apex
of the embryo.
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This embEyo consists of 70 nuclei, which
appear to be breaking down. This embryo is
presumably degenerating.
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Figure 1+36
Details of diploid hybrid embryo nuclei.

5 days after pollination. Lagging chromosomes
are visible in these metaphase nuclei and micro-

pm
20

nuclei are present.
10

LIJ

6j days after pollination. Free chromosomes and

micronuclei are present, and also an apparently
normal metaphase figure.
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Figure 4.37
Details of diploid hybrid embryo nuclei from
an embryo fixed 10 days after pollination.
-

20

a. These chromosomes are shorter and thicker than
those usually observed.
ic

b. Dense nuclei and micronuclei present. The
embryo appears unhealthy and was probably
degenerating.
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Figure 1+.38

20

fr

o

Details of diploid hybrid embryo nuclei 6 days
after pollination. Two adjacent nuclei are at the
stage of

One chromosome failed to

migrate from the metaphase plate and remains between
the two daughter nuclei. The beginning of cell wall
formation may be observed.
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Figure 1+ , 39
Hybrid embryos with micronuclei.
.X Diploids
A Tetraploids
The percentage of embryos with micronuclei up
to 9 days after pollination is shown.
The mean number of micronuclei for embryos
containing micronuclei is shown up to 7 days
after pollination.
The mean number of micronuclei per cell for
embryos containing micronuclei is shown up to
7 days after pollination.
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Table 4.1
Details of diploid hybrid embryos recovered from spikes
fixed on days 12-18 after pollination.
Days after
pollination
12

13

Number of
embryos
per spike
•2

2

Dimensions
(mm)

hpprox.
cell
number

0.3

X0.2

1200

0.5

X 0.3

1500

0.8

xo.6

k000

0.7

X 0-4

3500

11+

0

11+

1

1.0

X 0.8

6000

14

3

0.5

X o.k

1800

15

16

17

18

3

5

3

0.25 X 0.25

800

0.25X 0.25

800

0.6

X 0.2

2000

0.6

X 0.2

2000

0.65 X 0.4-

3000

0.9

x0.6

6000

1.0 X 0.8

6000

0 .85X 0.5

3000

0.5

1000

X 0.3

0.55 X 0.35

800

0.5

X 0.25

1000

0.5

X 0.3

1000

0.5 X 0.3

1000

Appearance

0
o

fl
j'

0
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diploid cross (chapter 3 Section 1). This probably results from
reduced fertility of the parents rather than incompatability prior
to fertilisation. Dissection of developing ovules showed that most
contained embryos. As with the diploid hybrids, some were probably
lost in dissection due to their small size.
The

zygote mitosis was not seen, but probably occurred

about 1 day after pollination. The increase in cell number with
time is shown in Figs. 4.7c and 4.8b, alongside data for
parent genotypes. The calculated mean cell doubling time was
22.1 hours, intermediate to the parents, barley 21 hours, rye
26.7 hours, and close to that of the diploid hybrid, 23.9 hours.
Embryo development will not be described in detail as it
was similar to that of the diploid hybrid.

Fig. 4.40a shows

a tetraploid embryo at 6 days after pollination. The

-

eon

of embryos with micronuclei increased with time after pollination
(Fig. 4.39). In a similar manner to the diploids, plotting the
mean numbers of micronuclei per cell, and per embryo at each
fixation time indicated that while the

,,,ean

of micronuclei

per embryo increased with time after pollination, the

cveQn: nuni

bar

per cell remained about the same (Fig. 4.39). In general, the
tetraploid hybrid embryo appeared to contain fewer micronuclei
than diploid counterparts. Lagging chromosomes were observed
in about l(% of mitoses, in which only small numbers (1-3)
of laggards were seen. Thus fewer aberrant mitoses were observed
in the tetraploids than in the diploids in which the proportion
was 34%.
From day 6- after pollination, some embryos appeared unhealthy.
This observation is reflected in the graph showing embryo
development (Fig. 47). For days 6 and 7 after pollination the
proportion of embryos which are not continuing to increase steadily
in cell number serve to reduce the value for mean cell number
per embryo at these ages. For days 8 and 9 the mean values are
for a small number of embryos which are continuing to increase
in cell number, most others having previously aborted. After
7 days there was a rapid decline in the proportion of ovules
containing developing embryos. Spikes fixed from days 12-18 after
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Aim
100

Figure +.ko
Tetraploid hybrid embryos.
7 days after pollination; about 36 nuclei,

some micronuclei present.

-.

Ce

10 days after pollination; 'healthy' embryo,
about 250 nuclei.

20

10

0

CO

10 days after pollination; 'unhealthy' embryo.

The nuclei did not stain deeply, and the cytoplasm
is granular in appearance.
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pollination failed to produce any developing embryos. This was
presumably due to the small smaples and low frequencies of embryos
continuing to develop. "Healthy" embryos, similar to those described
for the diploid hybrids (section (c), Table 4.1) were obtained
live for culture at 18-20 days after pollination (chapter 5).

3.

Discussion.
It was shown that the general pattern of development of the

embryo and endosperm of parent genotypes was similar to that
published for other cereal genotypes. The estimated rates of embryo
cell development were slower than those in Bennett's (1975) investigation.
Thus the moan cycle time in embryo cells in Bennett's work was
estimated to last about 10.8 hours. in barley, H. wlgare cv.
Sultan, and 12.0 hours in rye, S. cereals cv. Petkus Spring.
These are both diploid genotypes (2n = 14). In the present work,
estimated cell

times for diploid species were, for barlgy,

H. distic}mm cv. Sundance, 17.0 hours, and for rye, S. cereals
cv. Petkus Somro, 21.6 hours. These differences presumably result
from genotypic and environmental differences in the material used
in each study. It has previously been shown that environmental
conditions can influence the duration of mitosis. Thus, in a
similar study (wojciechowska and Lange, 1977), the estimated
value for mean cell cycle time in embryo cells of common wheat,
P. aestivum, cv. Chinese Spring, was 18 hours;' longer than that
of 12.3'hours obtained for the same cultivar in Bennett's study.
This difference was attributed to differences in environmental
conditions. As in Bennett's study, the mean cell cycle time for
barley is shorter than that of rye.
There was an effect of ploidy on developmental rate of embryos.
The mean embryo celldc,4iliytimes for tetraploid parents were
longer than those of their diploid counterparts. For tetraploid
barley this was 21.0 hours, and 26.7 hours for tetraploid rye.
It is difficult to speculate on the action of ploidy on the rate

of development. Examples may be found in which the duration of
the mitotic cyde time in the polyploids was shorter than (Bennett,
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Smith and Barclay, 1 975), longer than (tvnna, Rees, Snell and
Sun, 1972 ; Slmltp 1969) or the same as (yang and Dodson, 1970)
that of related diploid species. The effects of tetraploidy
presumably depend on the nature of the genes present, and the effect
on the cell of increasing their dosage. Bennett, Smith and Barclay

(1975) have shown that for triticale and wheat—iye addition lines,
the effect of the rye chromosomes was to depress the rate of endosperm
development, and also that individual rye chromosomes had
different effects on endosperm development during the coenocytic
phase.
The mean celldoubiltime in diploid and tetraploid hybrid
embryos was slightly different, that of the tetraploid being
shorter. These values were, for the diploid 23.9 hours, and 22.1
hours for the tétraploid. It should be noted that this difference
may be at least in part due to environmental influences. The diploid
hybrids were produced in the spring, and the tetraploids in
the autumn. Different potting media and pot sizes were used for
parent plants (chapter 2 Section 2a). The diploid parents
tended to become pot bound and did not appear as healthy as the
tetraploids grown in the subsequent crossing programme.
The implications of differences in mitotic cycle times between
parent and hybrid genotypes with respect to mitotic instability,
ehitmoàomé elimination and embryo abortion are discussed in
Chapter 8.
The results of these cytological studies agree with those
of previous workers (Thompson and Johnston, 1945; Odenbach, 1965)
in showing that a high proportion of ovules containing both an

embryo and endosperm develop in the barley x rye cross. Aberrant
nuclei predominate in the endosperm which usually degenerates
at about 5 days after pollination. This is usually followed by
embryo abortion.
The gross abnormality of the endosperm has given rise to the
suggestion that abortion of the embryo is dependent on
malnutrition following failure of the endosjerm to develop normally,
rather than to defects inherent in the embryo (cooper and Brink,

1944; Thompson and Johnston, 1945). However, the above
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observations show that mitotic irregularities, manifest in
lagging chromosomes and micronuclei, are taking place in the
embryo. It seems inevitable that these lead to embryo abortion.
Abnormal nuclear development and chromosome behavibur in the
hybrid endosperm and embryo shows that combinations of barley and
rye genetic material are usually unstable. Variability between
ovules may be attributed to the differences in genetic constitution
which must exist due to the heterozygosity of rye. The stability
of a hybrid nucleus may depend on combinations of particular genes,
and the dosage of these. The effects on changing genome ratios
and gene dosage in hybrids are discussed in Chapter 8. It is not
known how the presence of micronuclei in an embryo effects its
future development. The embryo may be able to tolerate a certain
number of micronuclei, or micronuclei confined to a particular
sector within an otherwise normal embryo. The effect of an individual
micronucleus may depend on its genetic constitution. 'Similarly
the behaviour of the parent nucleus may vary according to the
chromosome(s) which has (have) been lost. Following from this,
the behaviour of entire embryos comprising nuclei of differing
genetic consititution may vary considerably. It is not known
whether cells in which micronuclei are present divide at a reduced
rate, or whether the micronuclei themselves may divide.
It has been shown that a small proportion of embryos develop
in which cytological abnormalities are extremely rare. It is
believed that these, following treatment of crossed spikes with
growth substances, and under favourable environmental conditions,
may continue their development on the parent plant for at least
16 days after pollination. At this age, "healthy" embryos in the
range 0.4 -:2.0mm in diameter have been found in crossed fruits.
Subsequent development of such embryos transferred to culture is
described in subsequent chapters.
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THE DEVELOPI'1ENT OF HYBRID EMBRYOS IN CULTURE.
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1. Embryo Development.
The results described in Chapters 3 and 4 showed that, when
crossed spikes were treated with growth substances, developing
embryos could be recovered at a low frequency from fruits harvested
at 18-20 days after pollination. These embryos could be excised
and transferred to sterile culture without much difficulty.
Hybrid embryos could be clearly distinguished from those of
barley (pig. 5.1). Barley embryos are ovoid in shape, and reach
a length of 3mm along their long axis when mature. The development
of the coleoptile becomes apparent in embryos about 0.35-0.4mm
long in which a tmàll indentation may be seen at the broad end
of the embryo. Detailed accounts of barley embryo morphology
appear elsewhere (Merry, 1941).
At the time of excision, 18-20 days after pollination, developing
hybrid embryos measured between 0.4 and 2.0nim in length., and
varied in shape. Most of the smaller embryos were round. Most
others were more or less ovoid, although often asymmetric and showing
convolutions of the surface. Some embryos were superficially
undifferentiated, but others displayed a small indentation of their
ventral surface, presumably the immature coleoptile. One tetraploid
embryo displayed two such indentations, but was unfortunately
lost, to contamination before it germinated. In comparison to
diploid embryos, the tetraploids were generally wider on their
short axis.
No detailed analysis was made of the development of embryos
in culture. Table 5.1 lists the various states of development
attained by all embryos cultured, and Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 depict
some aspedtof morphology of these embryos. The development of
embryos in culture was variable. Most embryos continued to grow

r

in culture, although a few of the smaller embryos (C 0.5=) did not.
SOoner or later most of the larger embryos gave rise to either
roots, or shoots, or both. Several embryos, all showing
differentiation of the coleoptile at the time of culture, gave
rise almost immediately to healthy looking roots and shoots (Fig.
5.3). One gave rise to a plant which reached the 3-leaf stage;
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Figure 5.1
Morphology of barley and hybrid barley X rye embryos
E.]
coleoptile

scutelluna

Full term barley embryo, 3 mm long.

scutellum

cole opt i le

@0
Examples of hybrid embryos at the time of excision,
18-20 days after pollination, 0.+-2.0 mm in length. Most
are more or less pear-shaped. Some of them show signs of
coleoptile and scutellum development.

F'
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Figure 5.2
Hybrid embryo development.

leaf

callus,

'

leaf
tissue
v/ivy

-

root

Some examples of abnormal development of hybrid embryos.

liquid Mi
roots

+

6 weeks
embryo plus
roots

liquid M/S
+ 2, 1-f--D
_$4

6 weeks

Vegetative reproduction of embryos transferred to
liquid culture. 'M/S' is Murashige-Skoog medium.
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Table 5.1

Development of hybrid embryos in culture.

These tables list the highest developmental state reached by each embryo before growth
ceased. Place and month/year of culture and ploidy of embryos appears above each column.
Length given is that of long axis of embryo. 'c' denotes coleoptile indentation present
at time of excision. t(XN)T gives number of embryos fitting the description.
N

size of émbryoRis ) 9/76
at excision
(2n)
(mm)
CO.5

Edinburgh
2/77 and 7/77
(2n)

Sittingbourne
+/77
(2n)

Sittingbourne
10/77
(4n)

grew to 1.0mm

no further
growth

no further
development

(x3)

no further
growth (x4)

0.5

0.75

grew to 0.8mm
(x3)

1 root

(i-n)
contaminated
(x2)

small shoot
2 roots
no further
development
(x3)

Edinburgh
6/78
(2n) and (1+n)

roots-liquid
medium (x1+)

size of embryo Rise, 9/76
at excision
(mm)
(2n)
1.0

c, -i roots
3 leaves

Edinburgh
2/77 and 7/77
(2n)

Sittingbourne
4/77
(2n)

Sittingbourne
10/77
('i-n)

Edinburgh
6/78
(2n) and ('i-n)

root,
coleoptile

callus,
2 white
protuberances

c,
contaminated

callus (2n)
(x2)

root, 1 leaf

c, 1 root,
callus,
subculture
plants

5 roots

contaminated

1 cm green
shoot
2 roots,
2 curling
leaves

callus,
1 shoot

1 root
root, 1 shoot
roots - liquid
culture (x3)

1.5

a, 1 shoot

c, root,
shoot, then
contaminated
(x2) Fig.5.3

1 root

a,
contaminated

contaminated
(cn)

-

3 roots
contaminated
1 root, white
coleoptile
(x2)
-S

0

2.0

c,
contaminated

white shoot

2c,
contaminated

root and
shoot (2n)

in others growth ceased when the shoot was only a few cm..long;
yet others were unfortunately lost to contamination after initial
rapid growth. Other embryos gave rise to roots alone, or to
abnormal white protuberances. One embryo appeared to develop a
network of numerous structures resembling root hairs although
no roots were apparent. Occasionally several shoots or curling
leaves developed. As some embryos developed they grey into asymmetrical
masses of apparently undifferentiated tissue, or callus. These
usually gave rise eventually to shoot apices and roots, but sometimes
the callus proliferated and could be subcultured.
Norstog (1961) showed that orientation of a barley embryo
on the medium was important for rapid development. Contact of the
shoot primordium and coleoptile with the medium retarded growth.
If possible, hybrid embryos were placed "face-up" on Bli medium,
but this was sometimes difficult where embryos were visibly undifferentiated. Thus some embryos were inevitably mispositioned.
In some embryos, the initial asymmetric enlargement served to
change the orientation of the embryo on the medium. In other
embryos, after initial rapid growth, further growth ceased.
Repositioning such embryos, or transferring to other spots on the
medium was usually effective in restoring the capacity for
continued development. The inhibition of growth may have been
due to orientation, to local depletion of nutrients, or to the
secretion of some inhibitor.

In most cases growth ceased after

about one month in culture. Transfer to fresh medium generally
failed to induce further development.
- -. --

However, some embryos which had given rise to roots over
10cm long and had ceased development, were transferred to a shaking
liquid culture of )urashige-Skoog medium plus 1% sucrose and lOmg/l
2,4-]) (an auxin). After about 6 weeks in culture, swelling
began to appear on these roots, from which numerous clumps of
small roots developed (Fig. 5.2). These roots broke off and have
continued to grow in )urashige-Skoog medium free of growth substances.
At no time have any signs of shoot growth been apparent.-An
embryo which, on Bil medium, had given rise to several roots
about 1-2cm long in liquid culture similarly grew into a ball
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from which numerous roots projected. This ball broke up easily
into smaller portions which grew independently. Again no shoot
development was evident.
Culture of the diploid embryos has proved more productive
than that of the tetraploids; this was because of contamination
problems resulting in only a small number of tetraploid embryos
surviving the first few days of culture. Perhaps treatment of
crossed spikes with anti-fungal agents could solve this problem.
Uncontaminated tetraploid embryos grew to produce roots, a shoot,
or both. One gave rise to callus tissue which was then subcultured and gave rise to a green shoot, but failed to develop
further. If the contamination problem can be resolved there seems
to be no reason why culture of tetraploid embryos should not
give rise to plants.
With the exception of one callus culture, from which plantlets
later regenerated, all hybrids ceased development before reaching
a stage at which they could be transflanted.

2. Plant production through-Intermediary Callus.
As previously described, some embryos gave rise to callus
tissue. Growth of the callus usually ceased within 1-2 months
in culture, but one embryo produced callus which is continuing
to proliferate after 16 months in culture, and from which plants
have regenerated. The callus developed from part of the uppermost
surface (from which the coleoptile usually develops) of the embryo
within one month in culture. One root also developed. The callus
was isolated and transferred to fresh Bli medium. The remaining
embryo showed no further development, but the callus, which is
soft and friable, has been subcultured at approximately monthly
intervals, and after 16 months is continuing to proliferate.
The callus varies in texture (Fig. 5.4). Regions which are white
and soft appear to grow more rapidly than cream-coloured regions,
which are usually harder. An estimate of growth rate was made in
the summer of 1978. Several dishes of callus were weighed before
and after callus was removed. In this manner the weight of callus
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before and after subculture was measured. In one month the mean
increase in weight of callus was 7C$, the range being from 45fr9.
It is likely that the growth rate varies throughout each period
of subculture, the rate changing as nutrients are absoi'bed from
the medium, or as the density of callus in the culture dish increases,
for example.
After 3 subcultures at monthly intervals, portions of callus
began to give rise to roots and shoots (Fig. 5.5), some of which
were abnormal in appearance. Where callus pieces showed organogenesis
there appeared to be a sequence whereby at first only roots, then
whole albino plants, and finally green plants were initiated.
several roots were green and anthocyanin production was evident
in some albinos. The albino plants resembled both parents in gross
morphology (Fig. 5.9), but electron microscopy of leaf tissue
revealed that chloroplast development was abnormal (see Chapter 6).
Callus which had been transferred to )Iurashige-Skoog medium
did not grow as rapidly, was harder and more brittle and browner
than that growing on Bil medium. It did not regenerate plants.
Several regenerating green plants grew vigorously, producing
2-3 leaves within 1 week of appearance as a shoot from the callus.
As much as possible of the adhering callus was removed from these
shoots to encourage root development. At this stage of development,
transfer to )lurashige-Skoog medium did not appear to have any
detrimental effect on the developing plantlet. Inhibition of callus
growthmay have proved beneficial to root development. Only
those plants showing good root growth were transferred to pots
(Fig. 5.7). Immediately after transfer the plants drooped, but
they became erect after a few days. The plants have continued to
grow vigorously and tiller freely (Fig. 5.8).

Clones have been

established from about 20 plants isolated in this manner, though
some plants have since died. The morphology of these hybrids and parents
is described in Chapter 7. -
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Figure 5.3
Developing hybrid embryo in culture, 5 days after
excision. Healthy shoot and root growth.

Figure 5.+
Hybrid callus on Bli medium.
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Figure 5.5
Hybrid callus on Eli medium, showing organogenesis
of roots and one shoot.

Figure 5.6
Plantlets isolated froin hybrid callus. The plantlet
on the right shows good root development.
Ii
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Figure 5.7
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Vigorous hybrid green plant regenerated from
callus. This is the stage at which plants were transferred
to pots of perlite.

UM

Figure 5.8
Hybrid green plant regenerated from callus. Now
growing in a pot of perlite and fed with Hoagland's
solution.

Figure 5.9
Hybrid albino plant regenerated from callus.
Numerous tillers and roots developed.
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3. Discussion.
(a) Embryo Culture.
The technique of embryo culture provides a means of producing
hybrids for many crosses which are not normally very successful
(see Chapter 1). Artificial nutrient media can often support
the growth of an embryo excised from a developing caryopsis which
is unable either to produce, or obtain and store the substances
required for embryo development and siequent germination.
As described above, most hybrid embryos continued to develop
and germinate when transferred to Bli medium. Many of the embryos
failed to show normal development patterns, and in most cases
development ceased within 1-2 months in culture • Similar observations
have been wade on cultured embryos originating from crosses within the
Gramineae (Kruse, 1967, 1974; Wa€enaar, 1959; Brink, Cooper and
Ausherman, 1944). The proportion of embryos giving rise to plants
was low. Reasons for abnormal development may be intrinsic to the
embryo, and be dependent upon interactions between barley and rye
genetic material, possibly mediated through growth substances.
Alternatively, inadequacy of the nutrient medium to supply the
requirements of these hybrid embryos may be largely responsible.
Similarly, premature barley embryos often fail to grow normally
in culture (Norstog, 1961, 1965). Their growth requirments have
not been established. The initial growth of hybrid embryos in
culture is usually rapid, followed by cessation of growth. This
suggests that the nutrition requirements may change, and that
the Bil medium may no longer be conducive to continuing development. The failure to produce a hybrid plant directly from an embryo should
not be regarded as signifying that this is not possible.
One embryo cultured at RiREI', Denmark, developed into a healthy
looking, 3-leaved plant. Days spent cramped in a - small petri
dish during itransit to Edinburgh, while possibilities for transfer
to a larger container were not available, may have been largely
responsible for the subsequent death of the plant. Other embryos
which may well have given rise to plants were lost when the medium
became contaminated. The above results indicate that continued
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development of embryos after excision is possible, and should
encourage further investigations of the changing requirements
of these embryos throughout their subsequent development.
(b) Callus Culture.
The ability to form a callus which proliferated and from which
plants later regenerated is extremely interesting.

If this process

could be repeated for other embryos, plant propagation via intermediary
callus could become a useful and productive means of producing
and clonally propagating hybrids. In addition, callus cultures
may provide a suitable stage for the induction of polyploidy by
means of colchicine treatment. This has been achieved in sugar
cane, for example (Heinz and )lee, 1970).

A look at the current

state of tissue culture in cereals indicates ways in which cultures
may be manipulated, and provides information on expected results
and idiosyncrasies of the technique. Development of the hybrid.
callus can be compared with that of other cereals. Some interesting
implications arise, but these are highly speculative and the reasons
for the observed development and behaviour of the hybrid callus
is not known.
- Cereal pissueCu1ttire.
The techniques of tissue culture have been widely developed
and many tissues of diverse origin from plants belonging to different
taxonomic groups have been established (Nurashige, 1974, 1977).
Many reports on tissue culture of dicots are available, but studies
with monocots, especially the cereal plants, are still relatively
few. Until2M years ago there was very littlesuccess in inducing
callus and maintaining good growth of cereal tissue cultures
(Carew and Schwarting, 1956; Norstog, 1956).

The ability to develop

tissue and cell cultures from cereal plants has increased rapidly
in recent years, and reports of cultures showing regeneration
of plantlets are now available for many cereal species. Examples
are Sorghum (Masteller and Holden, 1970); sácchajtm (Heinz and
Nee,. 1 969); Barley (Koblitz and Saalbach, 1976; San Noem, 1976;
Cheng and Phillips, 1975); Rice (Nishi, Yamada and Takahashi, 1968);
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Wheat (shimada, sasakuxno and Tsunewaki, 1969).
These reports indicate that cereals require the action of
auxin to induce callus and to maintain its growth in sub-cultures.
2,4-dichiorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), a synthetic auxin is more
effective than the natural auxin, indole acetic acid (IAA),
suggesting that the latter may become metabolically changed to an
inactive form. It appears that organ redifferentiation or regeneration
is initiated when auxin level is low. Thus redifferentiation is
usually achieved when callus is transferred to a medium in which
the concentration of 2,4-D is decreased, substituted by a weaker
auxin such as IAA or NM (naphthalene acetic acid), or in which
auxin is absent. These responses are not completely reproducible
in that regeneration cannot be induced every time on any callus.
It appears that differences in genotype can dramatically increase
the frequency at which regenerated plants are obtained from cereal
tissue cultures (Green and Phillips, 1975; Green, 1977; Foroughi-Wehr,
Nix, Gaul and Wilson, 1976). Other factors such as temperature,
photoperiod, light intensity, pH, sugar concentration, quality
of agar and the font in which nitrogen is supplied, may have a
determining role in organogenesis (Nurashige, 1974; Narayanaswamy,
1977).
Many cyltured tissues exhibit a high potential for organogenesis
when first initiated, but gradually a decline sets in as subculture
proceeds with eventual loss of morphogenetic response (Icobfltz
and saalbach, 1976; Cheng and Smith, 1975 Chin and Scott, 1977).
The loss of morphogenetic potential may be due to a physiological
change induced by prolonged cultural conditions, and restoration
may sometimes be achieved by environmental changes, such as changes
in nutrient or hormone concentration. Regenerated plantlets
sometimes differ in morphology from the parent clone (H1nz and Mee,
1 969). Albinos and striped plants, alongside green plants are
especially common in tissue cultures initiated from anthers and
pollen (poroughi-Wehr, Mix, Gaul and Wilson, 1979; Wenzel and Thomas,
1974; Clapham, 1973). Callus cells usually show a wide fl variation
of chromosome numbers (ramada, 1977; Nishi, Yamada,and Takahashi,
1968; Shiinada, Sasakuma and Tsunewaki, 1969) and a proportion
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of genetically aberrant plants may develop from a callus.
Hybrid Callus.
The development of the hybrid callus culture in the present
study was in one respect very different from cereal tissue cultures
in general. The development and differentiation of cereal tissue
cultures seems to be largely under the control of changing levels
of auxin concentration. In contrast, initiation and maintenance
of the hybrid callus, and subsequent organogenesis occurred on a
medium free of exogenous growth substances. One may speculate
that abnormal levels of growth substances may have been produced
within the callus, or that the response of the hybrid genotype
to various concentrations of growth substances may differ from that
of the cereal genotypes studied previously.
Many hybrid embryos gave rise to regions of callus tissue,
usually from the region of the scutellum and coleoptile. It seems
likely that isolation of these areas before growth ceases, and
transfer to fresh medium could result in the production of
tissue cultures. A medium containing 2,4—D may prove necessary
to maintain callus growth, with subsequent transfer to media free
of 2,4—D providing the stimulus for differentiation of organs
and plantlets as in most cereal tissue cultures. As in most callus
cultures, a wide range of chromosome numbers should be anticipated,
possibly producing plants which differ in their chromosome complement.
Analysis of the karyotypes of regenerated hybrid plants and the
implications of this are discussed in Chapter 6.
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1. The Karyotypes.
It was necessary to establish the karyotype of parent and hybrid
plants and callus. In initial studies the lacto-propionic orcein
stain was used on root tip squash preparations (chapter 2, Section 7b).
This method proved useful for the rapid screening of grains in the
selection of tetraploid genotypes for use in crossing programmes.
Fig. 6.1 shows the chromosomes of tetraploid barley stained by this
method.
-

In most genotypes chromosomes may be discriminated on the basis

of morphology alone (chromosome lengths and arm ratios). Although
the absolute length of a chromosome changes with different stages
of contraction, the ratio between the lengths of various chromosomes,
and also of the arms, remains constant (Tjio and Hagberg, 1951).
However, in hybrids the degree of contraction of the component
genomes may differ ("Neutral Amphiplasty' Navashin, 1928, 1934).
Thus chromosome lengths which are clearly different in the parent
genomes may overlap in the hybrid nucleus due to differences in
contraction (e.g. pieritz, 1970, wheat and rye chromosomes in
triticale). Barley chromosomes are shorter than rye chromosomes,
and in parent genotypes the smallest rye chromosome is longer than
the largest barley chromosome • In the hybrids it is possible that
chromosome lengths could overlap, and thus discrimination of chromosomes
on the basis of relative lengths alone is not sufficient.
The Giemsa stain (chapter 2, section 7c) provides barley and rye
chromosomes with distinctive and different banding patterns.
Barley and rye chromosomes in the hybrid may be clearly distinguished,
and the identification of individual chromosomes becomes an easier
task. In barley (Fig. 6.2) the most conspicuous bands are located
at or near the centromeres, and in the short arms at the 20 constrictions.
Smaller intercalary bands occur, Rye (Fig. 6.3) chromosomes possess
distinct terminal bands, with smaller centromeric and intercalary
bands, the intensity of staining and visibility of the bands varies
from preparation to preparation.
Preparations of callus tissue stained with lacto-propionic
orcein showed it to be hybrid. Occasional lagging chromosomes and
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Figure 6.1
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Chromosomes of tetraploid barley stained with lactopropionic orcein. Nucleolar chromosomes 6 and 7 (Tjio and
Hagberg, 1951) are indicated. (vz-.
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Figure 6.2

Giemsa C-banded chromosomes of diploid barley.
The most conspicuous bands are located at or near the
centromeres and secondary constrictions, with smaller
intercalary bands present. The nucleolar chromosomes
(6 and 7) are clearly visible. Note the difference in
length of the two chromosomes number 6. This is an
example of chromosome stretching during, stages prior
to staining with Giemsa. For this reason it is the
banding pattern of chromosomes, rather than measurements
of chromosome length,which is used as
chromosome identification.
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Figure 6.3
Giemsa C-banded chromosomes of rye.
The most conspicuous bands are telomeric with smaller
intercalary and centromeric bands.
a. complete genome.

b. incomplete genome.
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micronuclei were observed. All preparations stained with Giemsa
-

revealed a complement of 14, consisting of 8 rye and 6 barley
chromosomes.
Examination of preparations from --almost all the green plants
regenerated from callus (see chapter 5) revealed that they were
hybrids possessing 8 rye and 6 barley chromosomes (Figs. 6.4 and 5).
It appeared that this was always the same combination of barley
and rye chromosomes. Qhromosome7 of barley, (tjio and Hagberg, 1951)
the nuclear chromosome with the smallest satellite, is missing from
the hybrid. The nucleolar chromosome 6 is clearly visible in most
preparations, although not always banded. A second barley rnicleolar
chromojome is never seen in preparations from these plants. The
active nucleolar chromosome of rye (corresponding to chromosome lit
in the classification based on homoeology with wheat chromosomes,

Darvey and (;ustafson, 1975) is clearly present in duplicate in
the hybrid.
Several different classifications-for, rye chromosomes, based on
gross morphology and Giemsa C-banding pattern are avalable (Heneen,
1962; Bhattachaiyya and Jenkins, 1960; Vosa, 1974; Darvey and
Gustafson, 1 975; Schlegel and Liebelt, 1976; Singh and Rbbbelen, 1975).
Different results have been obtained depending on the genotype studied;
arm lengths and for am ratios, and C-banding pattern may vary.
Differences in the Ciemsa staining method used may play a part in
the latter. It was not possible to relate all the rye chromosomes
of the cultivar petkus Somro in the parents and hybrids to published
classifications with certainty. However, the active nucleolar
chromosome could be clearly distinguished (Chromosomes 8 and 9. of
Pig. 6.4). It is submedian and generally has a prominent heterochromatic
band at both ends. The short arm carries a second prominent band
adjacent to the satellite. A weakly staining band was occasionally
seen at an intercalary location on the long aim (chromosome 9 0 Fig. 6.4).
When visible, the satellite appeared to be almost completely heterochromatic,
but it was not seen in all preparations. Two copies of this chromosome
was present in the hybrids. As it was not possible to establish
with certainty the identity of all the rye chromosomes, the possibility
that other chromosomes are present in duplicate cannot be ruled out.
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Figure 6)+
The Giemsa C-banded chromosome complement of hybrid
plants regenerated from callus.
Chromosomes of plant number 31; 8 rye and 6 barley
chromosomes are clearly visible.
The barley chromosomes have been numbered 1-6, the
suggested correspondence with the classification of
Tjio and Hagberg,(1951). Chromosome •7 is missing from the
hybrid. The rye chromosomes have been given the numbers
8-15. This classification should be regarded primarily
as a means of identifying the chromosomes, rather than
referring to any particular classification. Chromosomes
8 and 9 are the active nucleolar chromosomes present in

duplicate in the hybrid.
Numbering of chromosomes and arm lengths in the idiogram
correspond to the photograph. Banding characteristics
are based on pooled information from many preparations.
and c. show the morphology and banding pattern of
barley chromosome 6 in preparations from hybrid plants
31 and 2 respectively.

For comparison, information from published accounts of
the barley (Tjio and Hagberg, 1951; Linde-Laursen, 1975)
and rye (Heneen, 1962; Vosa, 197+) karyotypes may be
found in appendix 2& 3.
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Figure 6.5

Giemsa C-banded chromosomes of hybrid plant number 20
(regenerated from callus).
The active nucleolar chromosomes of rye (lR) and the
barley nucleolar chromosome (6) are indicated.
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Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.6

The chromosome complement of albino plants from the
callus; 8 rye and 6 barley chromosomes.

Figure 6.7

Chromosomes of the tetraploid hybrid plant from the
callus.
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Figure 6.8

Chromosomes of hybrid plant from Rise, Denmark.
Both barley nucleolar chromosomes (6 and 7) are clearly
visible. S4uinea
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Figure 6.9
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Giemsa stained chromosome complement of hybrid
clone producing roots alone. The absence of clear banding
patterns prevents absolute classification of chromosomes,
but it is suggested that the complement of 15 chromosomes
possibly consists of 7 barley (numbers 1-7) and 8 rye
(numbers 8-15) chromosomes.
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Other combinations of barley and rye chromosomes were observed.
-

The chromosome complement of the plant produced in the crossing
session at Risø, Denmark (chapter 5) was examined after staining with
lacto-propionic orcein stain (pig. 6.8). The plant was shown to
be a hybrid with a complement of 14 chromosomes. On the basis of
chromosome size, it appeared that 7 barley, and 7 rye chromosomes
were present. Both nucleolar chromosomes of barley were visible.
One rye chromosome clearly possessed a 2 0 constriction, which may
not have been chromosome Ri as the morphology differed from that
described previously.
As actively dividing material was necessary for karyotype
analysis, it proved difficult to obtain good preparations from
roots arising from abnormal and slowly developing embryos.
One embryo from which only roots developed gave rise to further
roots when maintained in liquid culture (chapter 5). Preparations
from these roots indicated that 15 chromosomes, probably 7 of barley
and 8 of rye, were present (pig. 6.9). Examination of roots of another
embryo ; giving rise to roots only, indicated that 15 chromosomes
including those of both barley and rye were present.
Comparison of Obloroplasts of Green and Albino Hybrid plants from Callus.
chloroplást morphology in green hybrids appears normal (cf.
Vct Wettstein, 1958). The chloroplasts contain a lamellar system
embedded in the granular stroma, enclosed in 8 double membrane.
Highly ordered piles of lamellae, or grain, are present in the mature
chloroplast, and globuli,, strongly osmiophilic droplets, may be
found scattered in the stroma between the lamellae (pig. 6.10).
The chloroplasts of albino hybrids are very different (Pig. 6.11 0
6.12, 6.13). pew lamellae are visible and large globali and
crystalline centres may be present. These features are found in
many barley mutants in which blocks at various stages in chloroplast
development occur (von Wettstein, 1958, 1961). The observed globuli
appear similar to those found in zantha-) mutant. It is thought
that chlorophylls and carotenoids are accumulated in these • It
is not known what

i8

responsible for failure of normal chloroplast
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Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.11
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development in these hybrids.

Discussion.
Cultured cells within a callus usually show a wide variation
in chromosome number, and aneuploid cells, and cells showing differences
in ploidy have been observed (Bayliss, 1973; Shimada, Sasakuma and tsunewaki,
1969; Nisbi, Yamada and Takahashi, 1968; ramada, 1977; Singh,
Harvey, Kao and Miller, 1 972).
Examination of plants regenerated from the hybrid callus revealed
the same chromosome complement with one exception, a tetraploid.
This does not necessarily mean that the chromosome complement of
cells within the callus does not vary. Rather, this may indicate
a strong selection pressure against other genotypes, operating
during the redifferentiation of organs. There are reports of callus
cultures showing variation in chromosome nvoters which have given
rise to redifferentiated plants of predominantly normal chromosome
constitution (shimada, Sasakuma, Tsunewaki, 1969; Nishi1, ynmada
and Takahashi, 1968).
In most preparations showing chromosomes of the hybrid, the
nucleolar organising regions of rye could not be seen, whereas those
of barley were clearly visible. Thus one may speculate that in the
hybrid the barley possesses the more active nucleolar organiser.
The phenomenon of suppression of the nucleolar organising regions
("differential amphiplasty", Navashin, 1928, 1934), appears widespread
in interspecific and intergeneric hybrids. The secondary constriction(s)
of one of the participating species is (are) not visible, there
may be a connection between nucleolar expression and chromosome
elimination in hybrids. Selective chromosome elimination has been

reported in hybrids in which the number of nucleolar chromosomes
expressed was fewer than expected (Shkuttha, 1966; Tarkowski and
Stefanowsku, 1972; Lange, 1971; Navashin, 1934; Hollingehead, 1928).
It appears that the chromosomes of the genome showing reduced nucleolar
activity are more likely to be eliminated. At present the relevance
of nucleolar inactivation to chromosome elimination is highly
speculative.

-
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The discovery that the hybrid plants contained 8 rye : 6 barley
chromosomes indicates that non-disjunction of chromosomes has occurred
at some stage(s) of development. Results of the present study
suggest stages at which this could have occurred., The possibilities
are (a) prior to fertilisation during pollen grain and embryo sac
development, (b) during embryo development, (c) during tissue culture.
The observation (see Fig. 6.4) that the two nucleolar chromosomes can
differ in the appearance of the intercalary band on the long arm
suggests that there may be genetic differences between them, although
differences due to idiosyncrasies.-of-the staining method cannot be.
riled out. The intercalary band on the long ann of the nucleolar
chromosome of rye usually stained faintly, and it could not always
be established whether this band was present. If these chromosomes
are heterozygous, it implies that the origin of these cbtomosomes
is different, and that an additional rye chromosome was carried from
the male parent. Occasional irregularities such as laggards or
non-disjunctive tendency of a bivalent have been observed in meiotic
divisions of rye (Jam, 1960; Putt, 1954). Won-disjunction of chromosomes
undergoing mitosis at subsequent stages of development would lead
to the production of two identical chromosomes. Cytological studies
(chapter 4) show that during early development of the embryo, chromosomes
often fail to undergo normal mitotic movements. It is possible that
the 8 - 6 genotype 'could have arisen at this stage, which, bding
more vigorous, could become dominant in the embryo. Finally, the
8 - 6 genotype could have arisen in the callus, either once only,
in the early stages of development, or many times throughout the
period of culture. Once present, selection pressure may have le& to the
establishment: of this ch±ómosome combination as the dominant one.
There is no doubt that these plants with the chromosome complement
8 rye : 6 barley grow vigorously. This implies that compensation
involving homoeology may be involved. A chromosome of one genome
which can successfully compensate for, and thus may be shown to be
genetically related to, a chromosome of a different genome, may
be said to be homoeologous. Most of the information regarding
homoeologous chromosomes has been obtained from studies on wheat.
By means of a nullisomic-tetrasomic series (one pair of homologous

UM

chromosomes missing, two pairs of another homologous chromosome
-

present, Sears, 1966), the 21 chromosomes of wheat have been classified
into 7 homosibgous groups and 3 genomes. Such classification is based
on the genetic relationships between chromosomes of the 3 genomes.
Each homoeologous group has 3 chromosomes, one from each genome.
It is believed that species ancestral to wheat must have given rise
to other diploid species also, and it is likely that the homoeolggous
relationships known to exist among the 3 genomes of wheat can be
extended to other cereal species. Romoeology has been demonstrated
for chromosomes of Aegilops (Riley, Chapman and Macer, 1966),
Mropyron (Johnson, 1966; Johnson and Ltlber, 1967) and lye
(see below) for example. Homoeologous relationships of specific
chromosomes from certain species can be demonstrated by means of
substitution:, ; lines, in which a pair of alien chromosomes substitute
for a pair of wheat chromosomes; The alien chromosome must be able to
compensate for the missing wheat chromosomes.

In this way it has

been possible to. assign rye chromosomes tentatively into homoeclogous
groups with respect to bread wheat ( Darvey, 1973; Gupta, 1971;
Lee, Larter and Evans, 1969). Matching may be incomplete due to
duplications, translocations and substitutions which have occurred
during the evolution of wheat and rye.

In the present study, the

nucleolar chromosome of aye (or ].R in the homoeologous classification
with respect to wheat, (narvey and Gustafson, 1975) has substituted
successfully for barley nucleolar chromosome 7 (Tjio and Hagberg, 1951).
Thus these chromosomes may be said to be homoeologous.
The successful substitution of a rye for a barley chromosome
in this study indicates one possible use of hordecale in agriculture may be through hoinoeologous substitution of chromosomes. It is
likely that further studies will result in the production of a range
of hybrid genotypes. Differences in vigour may result from genetic
differences supplied by rye, which, being an outbreeding species,
tends to be heterozygous. The occurrence of different chromosome
combinations

in

future crossing programmes and meiotic studies on

the hybrids may give interesting information on genome relationships
between barley and rye, and on their evolution.
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MORPHOLOGY OF PAREWT AND HYBRID PLANTS.
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A fonnal description of barley and rye parent phenotypes
appears below, followed by that of the hybrid plants regenerated
from callus, as described previously. The environment may affect
some characteristics such as leaf size and culin length. The barley
and rye plants described were grown in the glasshouse and the
hybrids in a controlled environment room, both at Edinburgh.
Horphology of the autotetraploids was essentially the same as that
of the corresponding diploid genotype, although there were size
differences. These are indicated below the description of each
diploid phenotype.
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J. Barley, Hordeum distichum L. cv. Sundance, female parent
diploid, 2n = 14, Figs. 2.1, 24, 2.5, 2.7, 7.2 0 7.8, 7.9.
Annual, tufted, freely tillering; Roots fibrous, branching;
Cults 90cm, erect, 5-noded. Mature tillers with 6 leaves,
layer of epicuticular wax, lamina 30 x 1.2 cm, finely pointed,
margins of sheaths overlapping, glabrous. Ligulee Inn,
membranous, white, glabrous, crenate; Auricles white with
flecks of purple, sparsely hairy, overlapping at the tips.
Spikes 11 x 0.45 cm, erect, 22-25 noded, matures
within sheath of 6th leaf (the boot), pseudocleistogomoüs,
emerges from boot after anthesis; rachis laterally hairy.
Spikelets 66-75, laterally compressed, one-flowered,
in threes: the two laterals, 6.x 1 mm shortly (2.5mm)
pedicellate, sterile; central spikelet 10 x 3.5 mm,
ovate-lanceolate, bisexual. Clumes 1 x 0.05cm, 2-nerved,
lanceolate, hairy; Palea 8 x 3 mm, 2-nerved,ovate-lanceolate,
hairy at base; Lemma 8 x 3.5 mm, 3.-nerved, broadly lanceolate;
Awns 14 x 0.05 cm, erect, terete, toothed.
Stigmas, 2, 3mm, feathery, white; Ovary 1.5 x 1.5 mm,
hairy; Anthers, 3, 3 x 0.5 mm; Lodicules, 2, 3 x 0.5 mm,
white, membranous, hair' at tip, swelling at the time of
receptivity of stigmas, causing florets to gape.
Tetraploid, 2n =' 28, Figs. 2.2, 2.6, 7.2.
As above, except for : Cuims 60 - 70 cm; Lemma 1.7 x 45 cm;
Spike 11 x 9 cm; Awns 22 cm.
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2. Rye, Secale cereale L. cv. Petkus Soco, male parent,
diploid, 2n = 14, Figs. 2.1,2.8, 7.4, 7.8, 7.9.
Annual, tufted, freely tillering; Roots fibrous, branching;
Culms 160 cm, erect, 3-4 noded, nodes purple. Mature
tillers with 6 leaves, covered with layer of epicuticular
wax, lemma 30 x 1.2 cm, finely pointed, sheath margins
overlapping.1 glabrous. Ligules 1mm, white, membranous,
jagged; Auricles white, glabrous, overlapping at the
tips.
Spikes 10 - 14 x 0.7 cm, erect or drooping, 20 - 30 noded,
rachis laterally hairy with tufts of hair at nodes.
Spikelets 20 - 30, 15 x 45 mm, 2 flowered, laterally
compressed, ovate-lanceolate, bisexual.
C]uxnes 1.3 x 0.1 cm, lanceolate, 5-nerved, central
nerve toothed; Awns 5 x 0.05 cm, erect, toothed, terete;
palea 12 x 3 mm, lanceolate, 2-nerved, glabrous.
Stigmas, 2, 5mm, feathery, white, Ovary 1.5 x 1.5 mm with
long silky hairs; Anthers, 3, 11 x 1 mm, extruded from floret
at anthesis; Lodicules, 2, 3 x 0.5 mm, white, membranous,
hairy ;at tip, swelling at the time of stigma receptivity.
Tetraploid, 2n = 28, Figs. 2.2, 7.3, 7.4.
As above, except for : Cuims 90-150cm; Lamina 1.7 x 35 cm;
Spike 13 x 1.5 cm; Awns 5.5cm.
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3. Hybrid or "hordecale", regenerated from hybrid callus.
2n = 14 (8 rye and 6 barley chromosomes, see Chapter 6).
Figs. 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.10.
Annual, tufted, freely tillering; Roots fibrous, branching;
Cuims 50 - 60 cm, erect, smooth, 3-noded, base of young
culns and nodes pigmented purple. Nature tillers with 4 leaves,
covered with layer of epicuticular wax; the blades up to
24 x 0.7 cm, finely pointed, flat; sheath margins overlapping,
glabrous; the base and margins of lamina and the auricles
shortly hairy. Ligules 1mm, white, membranous, glabrous,
erose.
Spikes usually 4-9 x.0.7-1 cm, erect, 11-15 noded; Bachis
laterally pilose with tuft of hairs at nodes. Some double
spikes, short spikes (6-8 noded), or splices bearing supernumary
spikelets at base of rachis. Spikelets 11-15, 15 x 4.5 mm,
3-flowered, ovate-lanceolate, laterally compressed.
Clumes 25-30:x 1 mm, 2-nerved, pubescent on both surfaces,
more densely hairy on central ridge; Palea 12 x 2 mm, 2-nerved,
pilose at tip; Lemma 12 x 4 cnn, broadly lanceolate, 5-nerved,
the outer and central nerves toothed; Aims 2-8 x 0.05cm,

-

erect, terete, toothed.
Central floret shortly (4mm) pedicellate; floral parts
•

l/3 size of lateral florets, otherwise similar.
Ovaries, 1-5 fused, single ovary 2 x 1 mm, some pedicellate
or possessing white globular swellings; Stigmas 3-5mm, 1-5

•

per ovary, white, feathery; Anthers usually absent or represented
by green structures appressed to ovaries; no detectable
pollen; Lodicules, 2, 3 x 0.5=, white, membranous, hairy
at tip, occasionally swelling causing florets to gape.
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Figure 7.1

Ears of diploid barley.

Figure 7.2
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0-5

Tetraploid barley plant showing general growth
habit. Ears are still enclosed in the sheath of the
flag leaf.
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Figure 7.3
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Tetraploid rye plant showing general growth habit.
Several ears are shedding pollen.
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Figure 7)+
Ear of diploid rye, shedding pcillen.
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Ears of tetraploid. rye in the Sittingbourne
greenhouse.
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Figure 7.5
Plants of hordecale
a.

3 mature plants showing variation in height and

ear size. Numerous tillers are produced.

b. Base of calms showing pigmentation of nodes and
base of young cuims.
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Figure 7.6
Nture

i1-'es of hordecale.

a. Close-up of spikelet arrangement and morphology.
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b.
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Ear with gaping florets (caused by swelling

lodicules).
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Figure 7.7
Mature ears of hordecale showing variation in
spike morphology.
short spike
normal spike
supernuniary florets at base - of spike
double spike
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Figure 7.8
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Figure 7.9

Floral structures of rye
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Floral structures of barley.
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4. Discussion.
(a) Morphology.
The hybrids, or hordecale,resemble rye more closely than
barley in gross morphology. The hybrids are usually shorter than
both parents, although occasional plants grow to heights approaching
those of barley (85cm). The leaves of the hybrids are shorter and
narrower than those of barley and rye. Most plants grow vigorously,
but some show poor root development. These plants show reduced
general growth, curling or wilting leaves, signs of water stress.
These features become more common with increasing age of the
plant. Vigorous plants showed good root development.
The hybrids tiller profusely. Growth of new tillers can be
encouraged by cutting back mature tillers. Plants can be propagated
vegetatively by breaking up clumps of tillers and re-potting.
Removing old stems and isolating young till6rs, which are then
transferred to pots of sand and kept moist, usually results in
new healthy root growth from these tillers.
The majority of ears have the morphology shown in Fig. 7.6a,
but some other ear types develop on most plants. Spikelet stricture
does not vary, but on some ears supernumary spikelets develop
at the base of the ear, giving a bushy appearance. Occasionally
a complete lateral ear arises from the basal node of the ear
(Fig. 7.74) producing a double spike. Most spikes are 11-15 noded,
but noticeably shorter spikes (about 6-8 noded) sometimes develop.
These abnormalities are similar to those described by Kirby (1969,
1970, 1971) which developed when plants of barley, wheat and oats
were exposed to certain conditions of daylength and temperature
and to treatments with Cibberellic acid. plants of barley and rye
grown in the same conditions as the hybrids do not show any of
these abnormalities, which suggests that they are a consequence
of the hybrid nature of these plants.
The hybrids exhibit abnormal floral structures, each floret
containing 1-5 . fused ovaries, each one of which may bear 1.5 stigmas.
In over 200 florets examined, no anthers were found, although
on rare occasions green strictures were found appressed to an ovary.
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These could have represented immature anthers. Hybrids between
barley and rye produced by A. Kruse (personal communication)
similarly bear fused ovaries, varying numbers of-stigmas, but
anthers are usually present. His hybrids are reported to be
both female and male sterile.

-

(b) sterility.
•

In common with the large majority of grass hybrids (stace,

1975), the hybrids at Edinburgh appear to be sterile. pollination
with barley and rye pollen failed to induce any seed development.
The cause of sterility in these hybrids is not known. It is possible
that causes of sterility are cytoplasmic, as in Lolium for example
(Wit, 1974), or may arise from abnormal development of floral
structures. Fertility depends on the capacity of chromosomes to
pair and recombine at meiosis, and disturbed chromosome behaviour
leads to sterility, which-may be part or absolute, depending on
the degree of disturbance.
Chromosome behaviour at meiosis depends both on the internal
organisation of the chromosomes, and on the operation of genetic
systems. Pairing is usually restricted to homologous chromosomes,
or regions of chromosomes, and thus confined to segments of
corresponding genetic activities and presumably of equivalent
DNA composition. Non-homologous regions have occasionally been
observed to pair in individuals heterozygous for chromosome structural
changes, where pairing extends from homologous into non-homologous
regions, or in haploids where only one chromosome of each homologous
group is present. (rtieger, 1957).
Chromosome pairing may be genetically regulated. Thus chromosomes
which are capable of pairing in one genotype may not do so in
another. An example of genetic control over chromosome pairing
is provided by hexaploid wheat, Triticum aestivum. In this species

3 separate genomes (AABBDD) are present of which each chromosome
pair is homoeologous for a pair in each of the other two genomes
(see Chapter 6, discussion). By means of wheat genotypes lacking
in turn each of the 21 different chromosomes (nullisomics) it was
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shown that homoeologous chromosomes are capable of pairing, but
are prevented from doing so when chromosome 5B is present (Kempanna
and Riley, 1965).
Sterility of the hybrids produced in the present study in which
8 rye and 6 barley chromosomes are present (chapter 6) is to be
expected, as non-homology of the parent genomes is likely to inhibit
pairing during meiosis. One bivalent, of rye nucleolar chromosomes,
may be expected. If tetraploids can be created, for example by
means of coichicine treatments, whether they are fertile or sterile,
the study of meiosis should give information on the causes of
sterility, and on the inter-relationships of the parent genomes.
If absence of homologous chromosomes in the diploid is the only
cause of sterility, then doubled chromosome number may enable
homologous pairing to take place and hence restore fertility to
the hybrid. If fertility is not restored, this suggests genetic
rather.than cytological causes.
A. Kruse (personal communication) has found that doubling the
chromosome number of hybrids between barley and rye was difficult,
and he did not produce any fertile stocks. This indicates that,
in his hybrids at least, the causes of sterility may be genetic.
Future work should be carried out to investigate the causes
of sterility of the hybrids produced at Edinburgh, and of tetraploids
if they can be produced. Future crossing programmes should incorporate
a variety of genotypes, including self-compatible rye, with a view
to generating a spectrum of hybrid genotypes in which the causes of
sterility can be examined.

-
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CHAPTER B.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.
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The present results show that, when Hordeum distichum cv.
Sundance, as female, is pollinated with Secale cereale. cv . Petkus
Somro, double fertilisation takes place and a high proportion
of fruits develop, the development of the endosperm is abnormal
compared to its selfed counterparts( see Chapter 4). Large, polyploid
nuclei, which are often irregular in shape are common. Lagging
chromosomes and chromosome bridges are further evidence of
mitotic disturbance. Cell walls do not usually form (one tetraploid
endosperm was observed to contain cells), and the endosperm remains
a coenocyte until it degenerates, usually within 7 days after
pollination.
In diploid and tetraploid hybrid embryos the cell number increases
steadily up to about one week after pollination. A high proportion
of embryos contain micronuclei. These form when lagging chromosomes
are excluded from the daughter nuclei at anaphase. Most embryos
abort at about 8 days after pollination but a small proportion
continue to develop. A small proportion of "healthy" embryos were
recovered at 18-20 days after pollination and were transferred to
culture where many continued to develop. Embryos for cytological
investigation and culture were produced in the same crossing programmes, the environmental conditions being similar for both.
The observed cytological abnormalities indicate that combinations
of genetic material from the genera Hordeum and Secale are unstable.
It appears that mitotic instability, leading to the development of
polyploid and polymorphic nuclei, lagging chromosomes and
micronuclei, is genetically mediated and depends on the ratio
of the two parental genomes present in the hybrid nuclei. Development
of the endosperm in which the genome ratio is 2 barley 1 rye
is more disturbed than that of the embryo, with the genome ratio
1 barley 1 rye.
Development of the endosperm from tetraploid crosses,with 4
barley and 2 rye genomes, was clearly less disturbed than that
developing when diploid parents were crossed (2 barley and 1 rye
genornes). 'Thus about 40% of tetraploid ovules and l($ of diploid
ovules were recorded as containing at least 75% of nuclei which
were normal in shape and size. In the diploids, abnormal nuclei
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usually dominated the endosperm; whereas in the tetraploids sometimes
only a small number of abnormal nuclei were present. Despite
these differences almost all endosperm nuclei degenerated by day 7
after pollination. The reasons for the differences between the
endosperm of different ploidy are not known. The genome ratio
in diploid and tetraploid endosperm is the same, 28 :1R. However,
the dosage of genes is different, and the presence of 2 rye genomes
in the tetraploid, which may be heterozygous, may benefit endosperm
development.
Post fertilisation breakdown of endosperm and subsequently
the embryo, in a manner similar to that described here for hybrids
between barley and rye, is common following intergeneric and
interspecific hybridisation. There are many examples from within
the Crainineae (Boyes and Thompson, 1937; Brink and Cooper, 1947;
Beaudry, 1951; Lange, 1971; Cymer and Whittington, 1973).
Observations and conclusions from studies on these crosses may be
related to the development of barley x rye hybrids in the present
study.
In the crosses reported above, the extent of cytological
disturbance appears to depend on the ratio of genomes presept.
Thus cytological disturbance of the endosperm is usually pronounced
whereas abnormalities are not always detected in the embryo.
It has been shown that changing the genome ratio of the endosperm
by means of reciprocal crosses, may affect the stability of the endosperm nuclei. Boyes and Thompson (1937) studied early deelopment
of embryo and endosperm in a series of reciprocal crosses and
back crosses involving different species of wheat and rye. The
results of these crosses varied from those in which the only difference
between reciprocals was in the amount of wrinkling of the seeds
to cases in which development of one of the crosses was regularly
successful while the reciprocal was invariably unsuccessful due
to mitotic disturbances. The greatest mitotic disturbance of endosperm
nuclei was found where the female parent was of lower ploidy level
than the male. In reciprocal crosses abnormalities were usually
absent or much reduced. In the embryo, in which.the genome ratio
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does not vary according to the direction of the cross, little
-

difference in development was observed. B&cansson ( 1 953), and
Rkansson and EllerstrOm (1950) observed marked differences in
endosperm development

i-it

reciprocal crosses between diploid

and tetraploid genotypes of barley and rye. Mitotic irregularities,
retarded development and belated cell formation were common in the
2n x 4n crosses, but only occasionally observed in 4n x 2n crosses.
In interspecific crosses between diploid and tetraploid
genotypes (n = 7) of Hordeum vulgare (haploid genome designated

v)

and Hordeum bulbosum (haploid genome designated B) the stability
of the endosperm depends on the ratios of genomes from each parent
present. Subrahmanyain and Kasha ( 1 973) characterised endosperm
stability from a number of crosses within these species on the
basis of its development and chromosomal abnormalities. They
concluded that endosperm ,stability could be placed in the following
descending order (most stable) 4B:lV

:IV-133:1V

1B:2\/ (least

stable).
Mitotic disturbances may be observed in other types of hybrid
nuclei, although usually to a lesser extent than in the endosperm.
Lagging chromosomes are often observed which fail to undergo the
normal metaphase and anaphase migrations, and which are subsequently
eliminated from daughter nuclei. Chromosome elimination is often
selective, leading to the elimination of a particular genome.
This phenomenon appears to be widespread in hybrids (see Introduction
for references). Crosses between Bordeurn vulgare and Hordeum bulbosum
provide an example. Elimination of H. bulbosum chromosomes during the first few division cycles of the embryo leads to the production
of haploids of H. vulgare (Lange, 1971; Subrahmanyam and Kasha,

1973; Bennett, Finch and Barclay, 1976).
It appears that stability or elimination of the H. bulbosum
chromosomes is dependent on the ratio of parental genomes. When
parents are either both diploid or both tetraploid,and consequently
embryos of the genome ratio 1B:1V are produced, H. bulbosum
chromosomes are usually eliminated. In contrast, when diploid

H . vulgare is crossed with tetraploid H. bulbosum, the triploid
embryos containing 2B:1V genomes are relatively stable It appears
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that in this cross the dosage of particular genes is responsible
for mitotic stability or instability (Barclay, Shepherd and Sparrow,

1972; Ho and Kasha, 1975) ! B' means of crosses between primary
trisomic stocks (2n

2x + 1 15) of H. vulgare x H. bulbosun

(2n Z 4x = 28) it has been shown that for stability the 1V:2B
ratio is critical only for chromosomes 2 and 3.

Thus when H. vulgare

chromosomes 2 or 3 are present in extra dosage (2V:2B) the expected
hybrids are rarely produced.
It is not known whether elimination of chromosomes in the
barley x rye hybrid embryos in the present study was selective.
It appeared that small numbers (1-3) of chromosomes were lost in
any one division cycle, although occasionally up to 7 were. observed.

2 nuclei were seen in which only 7 chromosomes were present, but
approximately 14 chromosomes were observed in most metaphases.
As embryos were not pretreated with colchicine,. it was not possible
to make accurate chromosome counts. It is not known whether any
particular chromosomes were preferentially eliminated, but on the
basis of size range it may be tentatively suggested that both
barley and rye chromosomes were lost. If techniques of Giemsa
C-banding could be successfully used on the developing embryos,
the identification of particular chromosomes would be possible.
Selective elimination of the rye genome from barley xrye
hybrid embryos may occur when other genotypes are crossed.
Kruse (1967) and Fedak (1977) report that a low frequency of
haploid barley embryos developed in barley x rye crosses.
The mechanisms responsible for chromosome elimination in these
--

hybrids are not known, although it is likely that they are genetically
mediated. Differences between parent genomes in the timing of
I

mitotic events could lead to mitotic disturbances in the hybrid.
There are several examples of hybrids in which it is the chromosomes
of the parent showing slower division which are preferentially
et O b
eliminated (e.g. Bennet, 1976, L. vulgare x H. bulbosum;
Gupta, 1969; Gupta and Gupta, 1973, Nicotiana species; Pieritz,

1970, triticale).
The present study concentrated on embryo: development and
insufficient data was collected for a valid comparison of endosperm
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nuclear cycle times. Under the conditions of study, the mean
cell doubling time for diploid barley embryos (17.0 hours) was
shorter than that of diploid rye (21.6 hours), that of the hybrid
being slightly longer (23.9 hours). The mean ce1lcke6Lij time
for tetraploid hybrids (22.1 hours) is close to that of the diploid
hybrids, and falls between those of the parents, 20.3 hours and
26.7 hours for tetraploid barley and rye respectively. These
results indicate that the barley chromosomes are not imposing their
cycle times on those of rye, but does not preclude the possibility
that the cycles are out of phase.
One possible explanation of selective elimination is that the
chromosomes of one species in a hybrid nucleus may complete DNA
synthesis first, and subsequently initiate mitosis before DNA
synthesis in the chromosomes of the other species has been completed.
Selective elimination of the chromosomes in which DNA synthesis
is incomplete could occur because of their inability to separate
at anaphase. In hybrids between Nicotiana species (Gupta, 1969;
Gupta and Gupta, 1973) and in the coenocytic endosperm of triticale
(Bennett, 1977), mitotic bridges, caused by the failure of chromosomes
to separate at the telomeres, where late replicating DNA is
known to be located, indicate that this may indeed be responsible
for chromosome elimination from these hybrid nuclei. Chromosome
bridges were not seen in the hybrid barley xrye embryos in the
present study, and chromosomes which either failed to congress
at metaphase, or move to the poles at anaphase, appeared normal in
morphology. From this it seems unlikely that DNA synthesis was
incomplete in embryo nuclei.
Asynchrony of mitotic cycle times may be more important in
the endosperm where nuclear division time may be as short as
5 hours (Bennett, Smith and Barclay, 1975).

Chromosome bridges,

similar to those described by Bennett (1977) for triticale endosperm
nuclei, and which are caused by the failure of chromatid separation
at anaphase, have been observed in the barley x rye hybrid endosperm.
Thus it seems that in these nuclei incomplete DNA synthesis prior
to mitosis may account for the observed abnormalities.
In hybrid nuclei in which DNA synthesis is completed before

MWA

mitosis is initiated, but the durations of the mitotic stages are
controlled by one species, it is possible that the chromosomes of
the other species could fail to undergo the normal metaphase and
anaphase migrations, and be eliminated from daughter nuclei.
Chromosome movement during mitosis and meiosis is brought about
both by the action of the chromosomes and the spindle. In the present
study it seems reasonable to suggest that upset timing of metaphase
and spindle formation similar to that described previously for
Broxtus hybrids (Walters, 1958) was responsible for aberrant chromosome
behaviour in the hybrid endosperm and embryo nuclei. Walters showed
that the occurrence of lagging chromosomes at meiosis may be ascribed
to differences in the duration of metaphase. In these hybrids
a variable amount of time elapses before separation of the chromatids
brings metaphase to a close. Anaphase is never so early that all
the chromosomes are still distributed over the area previously
occupied by the nucleus but it may occur before all the chromosomes
have reached the equator. When anaphase is too long delayed, some
condition necessary for chromosome movement to the poles can
apparently no longer be met, and some chromosomes remain at the
equator. The centromeres that remain at the equator appear to be
inactive and the chromosomes are not able to migrate to the poles.
In some cases delayed anaphase results in the formation of restitution
nuclei at telophase. The observation in one hybrid barley x rye
embryo cell of chromosomes resembling those found in cells treated
with colchicine (see Levan, 1938)suggests that spindle formation
in these hybrids may be impaired.

In C-witosis,spindle formation

is prevented and anaphase does not usually, occur.

- -

Hybrids between Zea (2n = 20) and Pripsacum (2n = 36) provide
another example in which differences in the timing of chromosome
movements leads to preferential chromosome loss. During meiosis,
maize () chromosomes tend to move to the poles earlier than
By the time the Tripsacurn chromosomes line
up on the metaphase plate, the maize chromosomes appear to be in
Trtpsacum chromosomes.

a sort of suspended anaphase. The maize chromosomes may be included
at random, or more often excluded altogether (Harlan, lie Wet, Naik
and Lambert, 1970).
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In addition to differences between genomes with respect to
-

timing of chromosome movement, differences in the ability to form
spindle attachments in the hybrid may lead to elimination of chromosomes;
Bennett, Finch and Barclay (1976) suggest that changes in
chromosome-spindle interaction, perhaps mediated through a shortage
of proteins may be responsible for selective elimination in hybrids
between H. vulgare and H. bulbosum.
Whatever the mechanisms of chromosome elimination are, evidence
from studies involving changing genome and gene ratios indicate
that mitotic irregularities are genetically mediated. A further
example is given by studies on developing endosperm nuclei in
wheat, • rye and triticale (Kaitsikes, Roupakias and Thomas, 1975;
Kaltsikes and Roupalcias, 1975) which suggest that it is the presence
of the rye genome, alone, or in interaction with wheat which brings
about the formation of aberrant nuclei similar to those described
in Chapter 4 for barley x. rye hybrids. No appreciable numbers of
aberrant nuclei were observed in wheat while there were for rye
and triticale. All rye chromosomes, when added to wheat, as addition
or substitution lines, had a minor or major effect on the production
of aberrant endosperm nuclei. Certain combinations of wheat and
rye chromosomes interacted so as to either prevent spindle formation
or induce late replication in certain chromosomal regions and
thus lead to the formation of aberrant nuclei.
In previous cytological studies on hybrids between barley
and rye (cooper and Brink, 1944; Thompson and Johnston, 1945)
in which gross abnormalities were observed in the endosperm, but
not in the embryo j.t was suggested that abortion of the embryo
could result from malnutrition following the failure of the endosperm
to develop normally and nourish the developing embryo. In the
present study, mitotic disturbance of embryo nuclei, manifest in
lagging chromosomes and micronuclei are clearly visible. Although
these abnormalities may be explained on the basis of genetic effects
alone, the possible effects of the environment on cell division
should not be ruled out. It seems inevitable that, considering
the abnormal development of the endospenn,the nutrition of the
embryo is disturbed. Many plant and animal genotypes which are
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stable in their normal environment may become unstable when transferred
to tissue cultures. Chromosomes with changed morphology, chromosome
fragments, bridges, laggards, disoriented chromosome movement,
aneuploid and polyploid cells may be observed in cell cultures
(Singh, Harvey, Kao and Miller, 1972; Bayliss, 1973).

It is

believed that various physical and chemical components of the culture
environment may be responsible for the observed aberrant chromosome
and spindle behaviour. Eãkinen (1963) comments on abnormalities
such as chromosome bridges and breakage which occur at various
stages in plant life cycles. He suggests that disturbances in the
cellular metabolism are the reason for these abnormalities.
It is not known whether differences in endosperm development
influenced embryo development, although this did not seem to be
the case. The development of diploid and tetraploid hybrid embryos
was similar (compare Pigs. 4.6 and 4.7). The greater variability
of diploid embryos may have been in response" to changes in the
environment. Humidity and temperature for example tended to fluctuate
more in the spring growing session than in the autumn. Differences
in growing season and potting medium (see Chapter 2) in the present
study led to differences in parent material, the tetraploid plants
appearing in better condition than the diploids. The development
of the tetraploid hybrid endosperm was clearly more successful than
that of the diploid. The differences were so marked that it seems
unlikely that environmental influences alone were responsible.
Although, for reasons which have not been established, hybrid
barley x rye embryo nuclei are often unstable, this is not always
the case. Although the majority of embryos failed to continue.
their development beyond 8 days after pollination, a small proportion,
which appeared to be free of cytological abnormalities, were
able to continue development so long as the environment was favourable.
It was shown that such embryos could leaa to the production of vigorous
plants. As yet there have been few studies on hybrids between
barley and rye, but as our understanding of the developmental
processes and requirements of these- hybrids increases, it seems
inevitable that crossing programmes involving hybridisation of
barley and rye will become more productive.
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Choice of genotype is important.

In the present study it has

been shown that a small proportion of compatible genotypes may be formed
when H. thstichum cv. Sundance and S. cereale cv. petkus Somro
are hybridised. There are likely to be genotypic differences in the
ability of parents to produce hybrids, haploids or aneuploids.
Most of the embryos developing in the present study appeared to be
hybrid, whereas Fedak (1977) using different cultivars obtained
only barley haploids (at a low frequency, 1%). Taira, Lelley
and Larter (1978), showed that the genotype of parental rye influenced
embryo development in wheat-rye crosses, and genotypic differences
in the ability to produce barley haploids following hybridisation
with H. bulbosum has been demonstrated (Kasha, 1974).

For this

reason it is advisable that a variety of both barley and rye genotypes,
both diploid andtetraploid, be included in future crossing programmes.
A wide range of parents is likely to generate a range of hybrid
genotypes which will be of interest to the plant breeder.
Experience in the present and other studies (Jensen, 1977;
Taira, Lelley and Larter, 1977; A. Kruse; R. A. Pinch; C. J. Jensen;
all personal communication) have shown the importance of the environment
in the development of hybrids. It is advisable to maintain the
temperature at a fairly constant level, avoiding fluctuations where
possible. Well nourished and disease-free plants, free from water
stress are to be preferred, and the maintenance of high humidity in
the region of the floret (for example, by means of plastic isolation
bags) is beneficial to hybrid development. An important technique
in the production of these hybrids is the use of mixtures of specified
growth substances, as described in Chapter 3.

By this means it

was possible to prolong the time in which the embryo could continue
its development in situ on the parent plant. With the development
of larger, more developed embryos, embryo culture became an easier
task. When crossed spikes were not sprayed, earlier fruit degeneration
necessitated embryo excision at an earlier stage, when embryo
culture was not carried out successfully.
Embryo culture techniques are necessary for continuing development
of the hybrids. Norstogb DII medium (Norstog, 1973) appeared
adequate for initial growth and gemination of hybrid embryos,
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but alteration of the culture medium may be necessary to increase
the proportion of surviving embryos, which is low.
Vigorous hybrid plants were obtained by means of proliferation
of intermediary callus followed by spontaneous plant regeneration
(chapter 5). In contrast to most cereal culture systems, no exogenous
growth substances were necessary. Many hybrid embryos gave rise
to callus, although, on a medium free of growth substances, growth
ceased after about a month. It is possible that, using the current
knowledge from cereal tissue cultures, maintenance of such callus
and subsequent induction of plantlet. regeneration by means of manipulation
with growth substances, may provide a more reliable and productive
means of production of hybrid plants.
The Ciemsa C-banding technique was successfully used to provide
information on the karyotype of the regenerated hybrid plants, some of
which were albino. With the exception of one tetraploid, all
regenerated plants appeared to have the same chromosome complement
(chapter 6).. These hybridswhich had 14 chromosomes,consistently
displayed two copies of the rye nucleolar organising chromosome,
and were missing one of the barley nucleolar organising chromosomes.
The vigorous nature of this aneuploid hybrid indicates that compensation
involving homoe&lqg may be involved.

Areas of Future Work.

-

The present investigation has provided interesting information
on the development of hybrid embryos and endosperm when barley,
as female is crossed with rye. Techniques which may be applied
to further crossing programmes have been used, notably the use of
mixtures of growth substances, and of callus culture followed by
plantlet regeneration. An interesting combination of barley and
rye chromosomes has been clearly demonstrated. The results of this
study point to several areas for future work which are listed below.
Examination of the reciprocal cross to eluciate reasons
for failure.
Repeat of the barley x rye cross using different cultivars.
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Are there differences in the ability to produce hybrids/haploids,
differences in endosperm or embryo development, and do
these give any more information on the mechanisms of chromosome
elimination?

I

Further work to establish the requirements for the best
possible development of hybrid embryos before and particularly
after transfer to culture.
The application of tissue culture techniques with a
view to producing hybrid plants via intermediary callus.
Studies on chromosome doubling of the diploid hybrids, and
the reasons for sterility.

II
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APPENDIX.

1. Abbreviations.

PIBA

2,3,5 iodobenzoic acid

21P

6( ,-dimethy1a11y1ainino)pUrine, a cytokinin

GA3

Gibberellic acid

NM

Naphthalene acetic acid, an auxin

2,4-D

2, 4,dichlorophenoxyacetic acid

DNA

Desovribosenucleic acid

m/s

Murashige-Skoog medium
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2.The Barley Karyotype.
Details of the barley karyotype as described by Tjio
and Hagberg (1951).Relative length of a chromosome is the
absolute length expressed as the percentage of the total
sum of the lengths of all the chromosomes in a metaphase
plate.The satellite length is not included in the
chromosome length.Arm index is. the ratio between the short
and long arm of each chromosome.
Pair 1 Longest chromosome,relative length 16.6,index 0.75,
sbmedian centromere.
Pair 2 Relative length 16.0 9 index 0.86,submedian
centromere.
Pair 3 Relative length 14.8 1 index 0.92 1 median centromere.
Pair k

Relative length l-e-.4,index 0.77,submedian
centromere.

Pair 5

Shortest chromosome without satellite,relative
length 12.72index 0.73,submedian to subterminal
centromere.

Pair 6

Chromosome with bigger satQllite,relative length
12.1,index 0.61,almost subterminal centromere.

Pair 7 Chromosome with smaller satellite,relative
'length 13. 1+,index o)-fl,subterminal centromere.
Long arm equal to long arm of pair l,the
longest arm in the .kàryotype.
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The Giemsa C-banded karyotype of barley,from
Linde-Jsursen (1975).

1

2

CHROMOSOME NO.
6
5
4
3

7

.-ldiogram of the chromosomes of barley shoving
relative sizes and positions of C-bands (solid regions) in
the variety 'Emir'. The relative lengths and arm ratios
of the chromosomes are from TULEEN (1973) (chromosomes 1 to 3) and Tijo and HAORERO (1951) (chromosomes 4 to 7). - -
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SUMMARY

Barley (Hordeum distichum cv. Sundance) was crossed with rye (Secale
cereale cv. Petkus Somro), and crossed spikes were sprayed with specified
growth substances. A small proportion of developing embryos were recovered
at 18-20 days after pollination, and cultured on Norstog's Bli medium.
Within one month one embryo gave rise to a white friable callus which has
continued to proliferate after subculture on the same medium. After 3 subcultures at monthly intervals, the callus began spontaneously to regenerate
roots, and albino and green shoots. Several vigorously growing plants have been
transferred to pots of perlite, and grown to maturity. Examination of root tip
mitoses revealed the hybrid plants to contain a complement of 8 rye and 6
barley chromosomes. Further work is being undertaken to establish the
identity of these chromosomes.

INTRODUCTION

It has been reported that when barley species, as female, are crossed with
rye, pollination can result in a large proportion of fertilised ovules [1 -31. The
endosperm fails to develop normally, and usually degenerates within 5 days.
Under the conditions used few embryos continue to develop beyond 8 days
[2,3,5]. A small proportion of hybrid embryos excised prior to degeneration
of the fruit, and cultured on a synthetic medium, have developed into plants
[5-7]. The production of haploid barley from such crosses has also been
reported [7,8]. Treatment of barley florets pollinated by rye, with specified
growth substances has been reported to promote embryo + ovule development
[7,9] and postpone degeneration of the fruit [3].
We have repeated the cross (between Hordeum distichum and Secale cereale,
both 2n = 14) using modern cultivars of barley and rye. A small proportion of
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ing spraying with growth substances were green, plump and liquid filled; 5%
of these contained developing embryos 0.4-1.5 mm in length at the time of
excision. The development of these embryos in culture on BlI medium was
variable. Some merely increased in size, whereas others produced roots alone,
curling leaves, or callus. Several gave rise to healthy-looking roots and shoots,
but these died before reaching the stage at which they could be transplanted.
Within 1 month of culture, one embryo gave rise to a region of white callus
tissue. This was isolated and transferred to fresh Bil medium, where it grew
rapidly as a friable and soft, white callus (Fig. 1). This callus has been subcultured at approximately monthly intervals, and after 10 months is continuing
to proliferate.
After three subcultures, portions of callus began to give rise to roots and
shoots, some of which were abnormal in appearance. Where callus pieces
showed organogenesis there appeared to be a sequence whereby first roots
only, then albino plants, and finally green plants were initiated. Several roots

Fig. 1. Callus tissue showing organogenesis.
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for 7 months, and is currently producing mainly green plantlets with the
occasional albino.
Callus transferred to Murashige-Skoog medium did not grow as rapidly,
assumed a brownish tinge, and was harder and more brittle than that growing
in Bil medium. It did not regenerate plants.
Several regenerating green plants grew vigorously, producing 2-3 leaves
within 1 week from the appearance of a shoot from the callus. As much adhering callus as possible was removed from these shoots to encourage root
development. Plants were transferred to pots and have continued to grow
vigorously; they tiller freely and vigorous clones have been established from
12 plantlets isolated in this manner. These plants produced ears, although no
seed was set; the ear characters resemble rye more closely than barley (Fig. 2a,b).
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Fig. 3.(a) Giemsa C-banded chromsomes from root tip cell of hybrid plant. Chromosome
numbers 1-8 are rye, and 9-14 are barley. (b) Idiogram based on this cell plus observations made from several other preparations. Numbers refer to those in Fig. 3a.

BARLEY-RYE HYBRIDS

contents dissected into a drop of 45% acetic acid on a slide. The preparation
is squashed gently under a coverslip.
Embryo culture
Fruits are collected about 18-25 days after pollination and lec!via and
palea remnants are removed. Fruits are sterilised for 15 minutes in 0.1% sodium hypochlorite plus a drop of Tween 80 as wetting agent, then rinsed in 3
changes of sterile water. Excision of embryos takes place in a laminar flow
cabinet. Embryos are placed with their dorsal surface uppermost on rorstog's
Bil medium (13). Plates are incubated in the dark at 25°C, and exposed to an
18 hour photoperiod when shoot and root growth has commenced.

Kary o t:ype Analysis
The chromosome complement of developing hybrid plants is examined by
means of lacto-propionic orcein stained root-tip squashes (Dyer 1963).
Results
Cytological Investigations
Almost all florets on pollinated spikes are found to possess fertilised
ovules. Cell counts of embryos fixed at known intervals up to 7 days after
pollination show that cell number in the embryo doubles at approximately 24
hour intervals. Figures 1 and 2 show embryos at 4 and 8 days respectively.
Spikes are variable and tend either to produce embryos which are almost all
normal in appearance, or others which, from as early as day 4, exhibit micronuclei. Micronuclei vary in number, and may be found in sectors, or dispersed
throughout the embryo. The proportion of riicronuclei increases with time, and
by 7 days some embryos contain micronuclei to the virtual exclusion of normal
nuclei (Fig. 3). Lagging chromosomes, which had either failed to congress at
metaphase, or which had failed to migrate to the poles of the spindle at anaphase, have been observed in many embryos, and are presumably associated with
formation of micronuclei. There is no obvious nornholonical difference between laggino chromosomes and those undergoing normal mitosis. In a parallel
investigation using plants grown under slightly different conditions, a nucleus containing one full haploid complement (i.e. 7 chromosomes) has been
observed.
Division of the primary endosperm nucleus takes place about 6 hours after
pollination. The appearance of the hybrid endosperm is very different to that
of selfed barley which is shown in Fig. 4. The number of nuclei ultimately
produced varies from ovule to ovule: most contain less than 20, but several
containing more than 200 nuclei have been found. The nuclei tend to increase
progressively in size, and may contain more than 100 chromosomes (Fin. 5).
Chromosome bridges are a further indication that mitosis is disturbed, and se
veral chromosomes have been observed free in the cytoplasm. At 4 days after
pollination some nuclei begin to disintegrate, and by da" 6 few ovules contain intact endosperm nuclei. No cellular endosperm has been observed.
Embryo culture
Fruits collected about 3 weeks after pollination, and which have been
treated with growth substances as described above, are green, plump and filled
with liquid. In many of the fruits the embryos have aborted, but in other embryos measuring between 0.4 and 2.0 mm long are found floating in the liuid.
Several embryos exhibiting a coleontile pore have, without the formation of
callus, given rise to plants. Analysis of a root tip snuash from one such
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subsequent work (4).
A small oroportion of hybrid embryos excised prior to degeneration of
the fruit, and cultured on a synthetic medium, developed into plants (6, 7,
8, 9, 10). This indicates that a combination of barley and rye chromosomes is
not always lethal. All hybrids are completely sterile, and attempts to produce the amphidioloid have been unsuccessful (7, 11).
Treatment with exonenous gibberellic acid and indole-acetic acid of barley florets pollinated by r"e has been reported to promote embryo and ovule
development (9, 12).
Experimental data from previous studies on early development of cross-po
llinated florets have been obtained from parents grown under different, and
often undefined, environmental conditions. The development of hybrid tissues
in a closely controlled environment is being re-examined so that the conditi
ons required for hybrid production nay be defined. In order to elucidate the
mechanisms responsible for hybrid breakdown, work in being concentrated on
the developing embryo. The culture of embryos on a defined medium is receiving attention.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Materials
Our work is concentrated upon Bordeum distichum (cv. Sundance; 2n = 14)
and secale cereale (cv. Petkus Somro; 2n = 14) both of spring habit. Autotetraploid versions are also being created, and some accessory observations are
being made using other cultivars.
Methods
Plant and Seed Production
For work conducted at Edinburgh, plants of Sundance and Sornro are grown
in a glasshouse with 18 hour photoperiod until leading tillers are about 1
week from anther dehiscence. They are then transferred to a growth room at
20 ± 1°C and 18 hour photoperiod.
Embryos produced for culture in 1976 at the Danish Atonomic Energy Commission (AEK), Risd, b" kind permission of Dr. C.J. Jensen, were obtained from
the same parental stocks grown permanently under similar growth room conditions. Barley spikes are emasculated 2-3 days before their anthers are due to
dehisce, and enclosed in plastic pollination bags to prevent desiccation and
uncontrolled pollination. About 2 days later, when gaping florets signify
that stigmas are receptive, fresh rye pollen is applied using a camel-hair
brush.
Cross-pollinated spikes at Riso were sorayed with a mixture of growth
substance containing 2,3,5-tri-iodObeflZOiC acid (50 ppm), 6 (y, -y-dimethylallylamino) -purine (20 ppm), gibberellic acid (25 ppm) and naphthalene acetic acid (25 ppm) for 3 consecutive days starting on day 2 after pollination.
Pollinated soikes for cytological study are fixed for 24 hours in 1:3 ace
tic ethanol at known intervals after pollination, and stored in 70% ethanol.
Cytological preparations
Fixed ovaries are hydrolysed for 1 hour at room temperature in 611 HCL and
stained for 4 hours in leuco basic fuchsin. The ovule is excised from each
ovary under a dissecting microscope (nannification x 30), and the embryo sac
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plant revealed the full rnonoploid complement (7 + 7) of barley and rye chromo
somes (Fig. 6). Other embryos fail to grow normally but produce roots alone,
or curling leaves. A root tip squash of one of these showed 15 chromosomes.

DISCUSSION
The present results agree with those of
showing that double fertilisation occurs in
the endosperm fails to develop normally. It
high proportion of embryos do develop, some
plants if excised and cultured. It has also
such plants are hybrid.

Thompson and
the barley x
has now been
of which can
been clearly

Johnston (4) in
rye cross, and that
demonstrated that a
eventuall" grow into
demonstrated that

The gross abnormality of the endospern has given rise to the suggestion
that malnutrition is the innediate cause of loss of viability of the embryo
(4). However, our observations show that chromosome elimination is taking place and may be a contributory factor in embryo abortion.
It has been suggested that chromosomes elimination in Ilordeum hybrids may
be associated with differences between the rates of mitosis in parental species (15, 16, 17, 18). In crosses it is the chromosomes of the parent showing
slower division which are preferentially eliminated, an observation used in
the production of haploids of H. vulgare by pollination with II. butbosum. One
possible explanation of elimination is that the chromosomes of one species in
a hybrid nucleus may complete DNA synthesis first, and subsequently initiate
mitosis before DNA synthesis in the chromosomes of the other species has been
completed. Selective elimination of the chromosomes in which DNA synthesis is
complete could occur because of their inability to separate at anaphase. Alter
natively, mitosis could be initiated when DNA synthesis in both complements is
complete, but the durations of the mitosis stages are controlled by the more
rapidly dividing species. The chromosomes of the retarded complement could
fail to undergo the normal metaphase migrations, and be eliminated from the
daughter nuclei.
The mean cell cycle time at 20°C in controlled environment conditions for
embryo cells of barley is about 10.8 hours, and about 14 hours for rye (17).
Thus in the barley x rye cross selective elimination of rye chromosomes would
be expected. In most hybrid embryo cells approximately 14 chromosomes are vlsi
ble at metaphase, and it appears that small numbers of chromosomes are lost rather than a whole genome. It has till to be established whether particular
chromosomes are being eliminated.
Chromosomes which failed to conoress at metanhase annearerl identical
whith chromosomes in the sane nucleus which congressed normally, and those failing to migrate to the poles at anaphase were eliminated without forming
a bridge at metaphase. Thus it is improbable that incomplete DNA synthesis in
either species would have been responsible for lagging chromosomes.
The cell cycle time in hybrid embryo cells during the first 7 days averaged
about 24 hours, longer than in both parents, and which should be adequate for
completion of the rye replication cycle. This also suggests that the barley
chromosomes are not imnosing their own cycle time upon those of rye, but does
not preclude the nossibility that the cycles are out of phase.
Observations indicate that there may be a connection between nucleolar expression and chromosome elimination in several widel" differing species (15,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23). In these cases elimination of the nenome in which nucleolar organisers are not expressed takes place. It has been shown that chromosome elimination in Hordeum species is under genetic control (24). In barley-rye
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At this stage, however, efforts are being concentrated unon the observations and understanding of events in the embryo at the (7 + 7) level during
the first few days of its life.
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